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OF RECENT YEARS.

NATIONAL LEADERS MAKE PLANS
OPENING

OF CONTEST

NE

WILL HAVE HIS

FOR

WITHOUT

Tarn-pico-

YOUNG ROCKEFELLER TAKES

PICTURE TAKEN

Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. S. Governor
llson left for New York today to
From flip
have his portrait drawn.
picture wi'l be reproduced campaign
photographs.
The Governor
cheerful
anner.red
and refreshed after the busy ordeal
of yesterday's notification ceremonies.
As he boarded the train his secretary
handed him telegrams of congratula- GREAT MASS CF TESTIMONY FURNISHED DISTRICT ATTORNEY BY DETECTtion on his speech of acceptance.
IVES OF STANDARD OIL KID AND PERSONS PROMINENT IN HIGH SOCIAL
Governor Wilson expected
to spend
most of today and tomorrow at. (lie
CIRCLES WILL BE INVOLVED IN VICE PROBE
artist's studio returning here SaturNational Chairman McCombs
day.
and other members of the National
committee, it was said, might meet
MURDER STARTS INQUI
him during his visit in New York. ROSENTHAL
Plans for the campaign in Maine
practically have been completed. GovINTO LIFE OF CITY'S UNDERWORLD
ernor Marshall will stump there before the September state e'ections,
but Governor Wilson will not speak in
Maine intil after the state elections,
New York, Aug. s;. By far the most volve four or five high police officials
il at all.
interesting development in the many-side- with that indications soon will be
investigation into the murder drawn. Witnesses examined by DisBOTH STUBSS AMD
of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal, trict Attorney Whitman have furnishCURTIS CLAIM TO
and its surrounding muck of police ed much corroboration to tile confesTO HAVE WON RACE. graft, is the news of John V. Rocke sion of Jack Rose who has a list of
in-feller Jr.'s quiet complimentary
gamblers, upon whom, lie charged.
is
Situation in Kansas
Somewhat vestigation into conditions in the un-- j Police Lieutenant Becker levied black- Scrambled But Few Votes Will Oe-- dpi- world, narticnlarlv a a to the so-- mail
cide One Way or Other.
j
called white slave traffic.
Several gamblers were before
ttoe
and his public prosecutor and unwillingly ad- While Mr. Rockefeller
S.
fcmaBoth
lopeka, Kars., Aug.
decline to discuss the matter nutted they had paid blackmail
to
tor Charles Curtis and Governor W'.jand District Attorney Whitman will certain inspectors.
One told Mr.
R. Stubbs still were claiming the noni-- j funiism no details, it
is generally Whitman he had been threatened with
inntion for United States senator to- - credited that through the establish-da- death if he went before
the grand
and as belated returns come In meat of what purported to be a
jury and gave information about the
closeness of the contest increases, orderly house in the tenderloin, agents police. These witnesses
said these
Reports from K2 of the T65 districts for Mr. Rockefeller have eathered a inspectors dealt directly with the
big
of the state indicate that each can-material,
it (gambling houses,
great deal ot valuable
Lieutenant
ciidate has carried SI. Thus it up-- ' was gathered primarily for reports to Pecker to attend leaving
to the smaller
pearetl ttoat. the later returns will tie. congress and the legislature as a places.
if the result can be dc basis for corrective legislation
dealThe district attorney said evidence
terniined without an official count.
ing with the traffic in girls. Coinci- - would be presented to the
grand jury
J
ueorge H. lodges still is leading J. dentally it dovetailed with the
,. !!.. :
- .
Une
B. Pdllard in the democratic guberna- - ent innuirv into the
case
Rosenthal
-- Ul I'llCfty is said to have kept such
...
,
uiiiiu liice, oui rieniy Aiuacil. r - ' in that t is sni1 ov I imco wn n i. close watch on
the gambling houses
lard's manager said today, that when tained that a police inspector was get that he even
examined
their books
,
vote.-are
iii uie
counted
milara ting $000 a month from such resorts and made them pay blackmail accordwould be the nominee.
Tiillard's tor protection. This' data will be at
ing to their profits.
strength was in the large cities while! Mr. Whitman's disposal to u;n along
"Bridgie" Webber now admits he
from the farming counties the majori-- ; with the confession of "Bald Jack'-- '
also collected toll from certain upties favor Hodges.
lose and others,
town gambling houses for a police InArthur Caliper, who waq nominated! 't is thought probable that the dis- spector.
Webber's life has been
by the republicans for governor over tritt attorney and Mr. Rockefc er will threatened
and District Attorney 'Whithnlil n cmifoi-ntwFrank i Tfvnn inmonro, tr. i, .,,.
tnmi
man has provided him with a
special
ried every county in the state except
The evidence in question was collected by Clifford Rose, a detective guard.
one, Leavenwort'h.
Rose has sent word to the public
who was prominent in the Chicago
Revised
figures
gave Governor;
with J. prosecutor that 'he is prepared to
Slubbs a slight lead over Chrirpc fur.'- vice crusade in
,! Reynolds, assistant district attor- - identify the four murderers of Hertis in the senatorial race.
man Rosenthal.
Until now, Rose was
Stubbs seemed to have won in SO ney.
y
As a welcome reinforcement to the not ready to say that he could
legislative districts and Curtis in 71. data
the gun men.
identify
the
for
of
available
probing
police
The result in Ellsworth and Ely counin New York city, District. Atties was doubtful and returns from graft
Whitman found himself in poscoun- torney
Cheyenne, Clark and Stanton
session of. a g.eat roar.., of inforiiia.ion
ties had not been received.
collected by detectives employed by
The contest will be in doubt until
Mohn D. Rockefeller, Jr., in his inves- the last votes are in.
(
tigation of the white slave evil.
be-- i
The Rockefeller investigation
' gall
when Mr. Rockefeller was chosALLOWANCE FOR LORIMER.
en foreman of the grand jury which
Washington, D. C, Aug. S.
probed charges of a widespread
An allowance of $35,000 or $10,- white slave traffic.
0000 may be made by the senate
This has been quietly going on ever
'
to help YVil'iam Lorimer defray
since, Mr. Rockefeller believing that
the expenses of his three years'
some well ordered and persistent ef
fight to retain his seat.
forts sliould be made without
any j IS THE MAIN ISSUE IN
1HE DARROW
Mr. I.orimer has turned in
blaring of trumpets, to get at the inbills amounting
to $100,000 or
wardness of the evil.
TRIAL, AND IS OVERSHADOWING
$125.00(1.
They have been re- It is said that one of the Rockefelferred to the investigating com- ler detectives opened a pretended dismittee, which will make a state- orderly house and obtained evidence
ment to the senate probably to- a police inspector who is said
against
morrow, that certain items, am- to have received $000 for his protecTHE SOCIALIST
ounting to from $:!5,000 to $10,- tion.
000 would be a fair allowance if V
Cumulative evidence piling up beV any be made.
fore the grand jury investigating poj
PARTY SPLIT
X S
S
lice blackmail is said today to inS

Washington, D. C, Aug. S. Shots
again were fired last night from the
Mexican side of the border
line at
the American troops in El Paso, according to a report received here today at. the war department.
LIKE RATS EN TRAP
Mexico City, Aug. S. Slight hope
is expressed for a settlement of the
ARE BURIED IN WORKINGS
AND
Zapata rebellion in spite of the forthThree
coming peace conference.
ARE
RESCUERS
TO
UNABLE
commisioners, who are to confer with j
REACH THEM
the rebel leaders, left today for the
Mexican palace.
't was reported
Zapata will have difficulty in keeping
his men in line, even if he should FORTY BODIES ARE
agree to any terms involving less
than the resignation of Madero.
ALL THAT WERE FOUND
Santa Monica, Cal., Aug. 8. Reports
that Harry Haigler. a Los Angeles
Bochum, Germany, Aug. S. A min- - j
man, had been tied to a tree and shot
,
to deatli by Mexican rebels near
ing disaster which imperilled the lives
in the Lor-in order to force American in- of 050 pit men occurred
tervention, were denied in a message raine Pit near uerthe today. Many
received here today by Mrs. Fay Far-ris- , of the men were rescued, but it is
sister of young Haigler, from feared that more than 100 have been
Haigler's widow at San Antonio, Tex- killed.
Mrs. Haigler declared her husas.
Twenty five bodies have been reband died of ma'aria and was buried covered but the rescue
parties were
ai Tampico.
unable to enter the gallery in which
Mexico City, Mex.,
Aug. 8. In- the fire damp
explosion
occurred,
fluenced by appeal from government where it is believed from 50 to 100
reports not to contribute more weight men were still entombed.
tc the burden of disorders Mexico al-Many of those rescued are
ready carries, the textile mills strik-from severe injuries and it is ex- ers in both the Orizaba district and j
Ir- to cover. nidi, uiauj' ui tm'ni cdllllUL
Puebla today agreed to return
work tomorrow.
The rescue detachments which did
They were promised a revision of
a s ich good work at the time of the
wages would be effected within
few months. Puebla strikers prom- French mine disaster at Courrieres,
near Lens, on March 10, 1900, when
ised compliance for five months.
1,230 miners were killed, arrived here
l
Chihuahua, Aug. N. General
f llnllnll-olhilt IVill-Orozco's inability to hold his
rebeli armv tocether has forced the iei ies owing to uie names anu tne
adoption of new plans by General Ponous gases.
The wives and families of the
Huerta. the federal commander. Until he had driven the rebels back doomed miners were gathered around
from Bachimba, General Huerta kept the pit head all day but were unab'e
his entire fighting strength in a con to learn any details as the officials of
fine area but the campaign he is now the mine refused information.
At 0
beginning will necessitate a scatter o'c'ock fifteen bodies had been re- the total known
ing of his forces between Juarez, on covered, making
the international boundary to
forty.
reon, 520 miles south. The small col-- j
The day shift had just decended
umns win attempt to mini uown me. and was distributed along the various
weakened insurrecto bands. A small hovels when a serious tiro itumn
force of regulars will be left here.
plosion occurred.
The denotation was heard at the
Kl Paso, Tex., Aug. S. The second surtace and the officials on duly im-- j
Main street fire in 4S ho irs today de- - mediately formed rescue parties who
property rushed back to he pit mouth to-Istroyed Juarez business
worth $50,000. Juarez has been with- gether with thegVillagers.
out a fire department since rebel oc-- i
Eight seriously
injured miners
were soon brought to the surface.
cupation.
The fate of the other 012 is not
Douglas, Ariz., Aug. S. Reports known.
The bodies of seven miners had by
from all districts of northern Sonora
today stated all was quiet. The big 2 o'clock this afternoon neen brought
mining interests of Cananea, El Tigre up from the Lorraine pit of the coal
and Nacozari never have been dis-- j field near Gerthe, where A fire damp
turbed by the revolution.
explosion imprisoned many men ear.'y
Sixteen miners also
this morning.
have been brought to the surface sufTHE DAY IN CONGRESS fering from serious injuries.
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Chicago, 111., Aug. S. If in the tumult and shouting yesterday at the
national progressive convention Colhad any
Roosevelt
onel Theodore
doubt that he was effectively nominated for the presidency, he was reassured today when a committee of notification met him at his hotel.
Though the Colonel had been "inhe" went
to
formally" notified .when
his
the convention and delivered
speech of acceptance, the delegates
who had been selected from the
states and territories as a formal notification committee wished to carry
out their part of the program.
Mr. Roosevelt was the center of a
lively group in the hotel lobby when
with
He,
the committee arrived.
Governor Johnson of California, the
nominee for vice president, and Albert J. Beveridge, the progressive
candidate fo:- - governor of Indiana, and
permanent chairman of the convention
had just come from a photograph gallery, where they had pictures taken to
In one picbe used in the campaign.
ture, the presidential nominee posed
with a group of cowboys.
While in the lobby of the hotel.
Colonel Roosevelt espied an old friend
in the crowd, and he added to his political menagerie by designating his
friend "an old wolf."
"Come here, you old wolf," the Colonel said, as he grasped his friend,
Albert Burton, of Wyoming, by the
hand.
and Governor
Colonel Roosevelt
to a
Johnson were then escorted
room where members of two notification committees, there being one also
for the vice president, riled in and
Yraook hands.
The ceremony soon was over and
then the nominees gathered with the
members of the national committee,
which had assembled to complete its
and make
campaign
organization
plans.
The national committee discussed
and probably will adopt a plan of campaign with four vice chairmen, eacn
to be in charge of a separate section
The four headquarof the country.
ters probably will be in New York.
San Francisco, Chicago and New Orleans. At a special conference attended by George W. Perkins of
Senator Joseph M. Dixon, Chairman of the progressive national committee and Mr. Beveridge, the
plan was originated and subMr.
mitted to the full committee.
Perkins it is reported, will be chosen
chairman of the campaign executive
committee with permanent headquarters in New York.
Senator Dixon will be made managing director of the campaign and will
circulate throughout the country.
Colonel Roosevelt did not remain
New-York- ,

eral secretary of the national

conven-

tion.
Colonel Roosevelt who repeatedly
expressed his satisfaction at the outcome of the convention, leaves for
New York this afternoon at 2:30. He
Willi rest there until the beginning
of the campaign when he will make a
tour of the western states, and make
speeches for the new cause, while
Governor Johnson is doing the same
thing in the eastern states.
The progressives launched into their
active campaign plans with a vim.
Some of the state delegations did not
wait until they had returned to
to begin the work of organization of their states. The Wisconsin
and other delegates met immediately
after adjournment of the convention
and selected a state chairman and
state secretary and state executive
committee.
In several cases, leaders telegraphed orders before departing from Chicago for the beginning
of active campaign work.
The national leaders planned today
to go into all the details of organiza- then-home-

Pas-cua-

n

j

j

j

s

j
i

OTERO.

SENATE.

intion for the national campaign,
cluding the location of headquarters,
the mapping out of speaking tours by
well known Progressives and the subGeorge W. Perkins
ject of finances.
of New York, and others declared
there would be no trouble in arranging for adequate financial support.
Miss Jane Addams of Chicago and
other suffragette leaders were among
those who expressed more than hope
for the Progressives in the fall

Met at 10 a. m.
Panama Canal bill taken

up.

to per- Williams amendment
mit foreign built ships, owned v!
by Americans to coastwise priv- N
defeated.
HOUSE.
N
Met at noon.
Oldfield bill to revise the pat- ent law favorably reported.
deficiency appropria- tion bill passed.

j

j

XXXXXSX3XXS

Many predicted that the aid of. the
would be one q' the
suffragettes
biggest factors in the final (fetermi- nation of the presidential election.
The national committee decided to
remain in session here until Saturday
night to complete details of the cam- paign.
to be
The executive committee,
headed by Mr. Perkins, will not be
named for several days.
It is prac- tically settled that the membership
will include Judge Ben B. Lindsey of
Colorado, Colonel John M. Parker of
ot
Louisiana, Charles H. Thompson
Vermont, and Meyer Lisner of Cali- fornia.
Colonel Roosevelt and his associa- tes have decided to make their first
big national fight in Vermont, where
state election takes place in Septem- ber. Vermont, they regard as a Tatt
Both Colonel Roosevelt
stronghold.
and Governor Johnson will make cam- the state and
paign tours through
Senator Dixon will also take a hand,

Chicago, Aug. S. Singing "Onwara
Christian Soldiers" and the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic,'' the delegates
to the first national convention of the
with the national committee through new
progressive party last night pro-its deliberations, saying he wanted claimed
Theodore Roosevelt, of New
the committee to choose its own off- York, as their candidate for president,
and
icers
managers.
and Hiram W. Johnson, of California,
t'he
Roosevelt,
Colonel Theodore
as their candidate for vice president.
reactive members of his campaign
Marking a new departure in the
mained in Chicago today, altnough
proceedings of national conventions,
most of the delegates to the third the two candidates immediately were
party's national convention had start-t- notified of their nomination and in
for their homes.
the midst of deafening cheers they
mem- appeared
The notification
committee
before the delegates to
bers met Colonel Roosevelt and Gov- voice their acceptance and to pledge
rea
ernor Johnson of California, at
their best efforts to the coming cam-ception, arranged in their honor. The paign.
notification ceremonies actually took .For several hours during the after-- !
place last evening at the Coliseum, noon and early evening the throng in
when the two 'heads of the ticket ap- the Coliseum had listened to a flow
peared before the cheering throngs of oratory in nominating and second-at the national convention.
ing speeches, in which the dominant
The members of the national com- note expressed was the belief that
mittee planned to hold an important victory would come to the new party
meeting although they had been in in November.
conference last night when United
The party formally christened It-States Senator Joseph M. Dixon, of self "The Progressive Party," leaving
Montana, was selected as chairman, out the prefix "national,"! by which it
and O. K. Davis, of Washington, was jhas heretofore been known, but provlnamed as secretary. Mr. Davis, whojsion was made for the recognition of
.
was in cnarge ct the progressive
Continued vn Pa9 Four.
party publicity department, was gen- -

V
V
All those desiring to go to the
V Puye Cliff
on next
Dwellings
V Tuesday, Aug. 12th, should leave

their names wilh the Secretary
at the School of American Archa-ilege- s
Only those who regis- eology.
tor can be accommodated
since
it is necessary to secure teams
in advance to carry
the party
from Espanola to the Cliff
lings.
closes Saturday
Registration
noon, August 9th.
Dwel-Gener-
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Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. S. The alleged connection between
the men
who blew up the Times building in
Los Angeles and Job Harriman, so
cialist leader and labor attorney, over
shadowed the main issue involved
when the bribery trial of Clarence S.
Darrow was resumed today.
Judge Hutton was expected to rule
on the admissibility of
testimony by
Edward Adams Cantrell, another socialist leader, which the prosecution
declared would serve the double pur
pose of impeaching
Harriman and
showing him as having had guilty
knowledge of the perpetrators of the
Times explosion. Cantrell and Harri
man broke up their friendship some
months ago.
The question which had Leen denied
by Harriman, and which was expected to be answered in the affirmative
by Cantrell should the court permit it,
contained in substance the following
allegations:
That Harriman had said to Cantrell on the morning of October 1st,
at San Luis Obispo, Calif., "By God,
Cantrell, the Times building has been
dynamited and something like twenty
people killed."
That Harriman had taken Cantrell
to his room in a hotel, locked the
door and then burst into a fit of
laughter, after which Cantrell said:
"What does it mean?"
Then Harriman replied: "It means
that the boys are on the job."
That a few moments later, Harriman said: "I have known for some
time that preparations were being
made to pull off the job;" and that In
the resulting conversation, Harriman
had told Cantrell he had been in consultation with the plotters and had
begged them to postpone the matter
until after the state socialist convention: that Cantrell at the time- was
soefa'ist candidate for secretary of
state and last fall he ran for member
of the board of education on the ticket, which Harrimari headed as candidate for mayor. According to Harriman, Cantrell was his ardent supporter and warm friend until a recent
split among the California socialists,-
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The Little Store

was about
this yea,
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Gang fights are given as the cause
.at.? S
m
at least nve ot tne muruers
Manhattan fliul the Bronx and in a
number of the remaining eighteen
Health is the foundation of all good
murders, where no important arrests iooks. The wise woman realizes this
be-:
have been made, gsmgmen are
and takes precautions to preserve her
of the kill- 'ieved 10 have been bm-health and strength through the peOpSo
Against Many Surgical
Four witnesses testify that one riod of child bearing. She remains a
ing0.
erations. How Mrs. Bethune murder was committed by a police- pretty mother by avoiding as far as
man.
In two other murders Chinese
possible the suffering and dangers oi
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.
Two littlo girls were mur- such occasions. This every woman
figure.
dered in a shocking manner ond two
may do through, the use of Mother's
were killed by stray
a remedy that has been so long
Sikeston, Mo. "For seven years I suf other children
Friend,
in use, aud accomplished so much
f ered everything. I was m bed fora four bullets in a gang battle.
or live days at time
good, that it is in no sense an expertevery month, and so
Strikers from furrier establish- ment, but a preparation which always
weak I could hardly ments in the wholesale district on produces the best results'. Ii. is for
walk. I cramped and Seventh avenue
and their sympathiz- external application and so penetrating
had backache and
ers, led by two women, caused a riot in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
was
and
in-- ;
headache,
which required two squads every muscle, nerve and tendon
so nervous and weak last night
before
baby
the
volved
period
during
that I dreaded to see of police reserves o quell. The riot
started when two patrolmen tried to comes. It aids nature by expanding
anyone or have anySouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
the skin and tissues, relieves tender--;
to their homes two strikebreakescort
one move in the room.
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre- WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Twenty-sixtat
The doctors gave me ers employed by a furrier
pares the system for natural and safe
An-nstreet and Seventh avenue.
medicine to ease me
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
Teehusky sprang at one of the used and endorsed by thousands of
at those times, and said that 1 ought to
have an operation. I would not listen to strikebreakers and pulled his hair. mothers, and its use will prove a com- that, and when a friend of my husband The man beat his assailant with his fort and benefit
WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIO
The to any woman in CTtlAllMJ
told him about Lyuia Jt,. nnKnam s veg- cane, knocking him senseless.
-"
etable Compound and what it had done ensuing riot resulted in several minor need or such a
BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING BUSIfor his wife, I was willing to take it. injuries, the gathering crowd of remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at
Now I look the picture of health and feel thousands, blocking of street car
NESS.
like it, too. I can do my own housework, fic and finaly the arrest of seven drug stores. Write for free book foi
IS SOON
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS
contains
can
cow.
I
which
milk
a
and
expectant mothers,
hoe my garden,
strikers by the police reserves.
I
them.
and
information.
much valuable
enjoy
entertain company
GOING TO BLOW OU. WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
can visit when I choose, and walk as far
BSiDFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.
came
Christie MacDonald, actress,
as anv ordinary woman, any day in the
WHAT THE PEOPLE WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSIALFALFA SEED
AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
month, i wish I could talk to every to Xew York yesterday with a broken
NESS.
CONVENTION
Her favorite cat, named
sufferins woman and girl." Mrs. Dema heart.
Mo.
was
she
died
had
and
looking
Prow,
Bethune, Sikeston,
U.
W. C.
OF
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Wood-Davi- s
Murrayville, 111. "I have taken Ly- for a coflin for him. Everybody who
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound knows the fascinating actress also
Chris-- j
Phone 14
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
Delegates to the Woman's
He has traveled with
for a very bad case of female trouble knew Prow.
Union state conven-- !
tian
Temperance
woman.
well
me
a
My
made
ever
and
it
ner for tne iast twelve years
Phone Black
Phone Black
tion began arriving yesterday, and all
a
health was all broken down, the doctors sincf, ghe has ,,peil a star IIe
are expected in today.
I
was
and
an
said I must have
operation,
It. is
animal.
snlaui Tjllt beautiful
State President Mrs. S. C. Nutter
ready to go to the hospital, but dreaded it !said thaf M,sg jracDona( sppnt
.
be in on the noon train from
will
so that I began taking your Compound.
coffln
The
wjn
uio
I got along so wen uiui i yare
in the St. Law- Ciovis, via Albuquerque, accompanied;
on
island
her
place
:
:
Roswell and Aluuquer-- ;
I : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
doctors and was saved from the operaProw was about fourteen by the Ciovis,
rence.
tion." Mrs. Charles Mooke, R. R.
Mrs. A. A. Scoit, vice!
que
delegates.
Dawson Coal
jears old.
No. 3, Murrayville, 111.
president, is expected on Xo. 1 witn
Sawed Wood
El
the Tucumcari delegates.
The vaudeville team of Keno and
The opening session will be held
WORKING GIRLS ARE
team this
Green became a matrimonial
Thursday the Mil, at 8!
STRIKING BECAUSE when Rosie Green and Joe Keno, for- p. in.,evening,
in the room of the house of
marmusical comedy stars, were
representatives. This w ill be "Wei-- : Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
FOREMAN CURSES mer
ried in Atlantic City last night.
come Night'' and the public are most
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
Keno formerly starred in Gus Ed- cordially invited
to attend. There
New York Aug. ".Four hundred ward's "School Days" and Miss
will be short addresses by our govgirls, members of the Dressmakers' was a principal in several of Gwrge iernor, federal judge and other pronii-- j
facAll Kinds of Building Materials.
union, empl yed at. a Brooklyn
M. Cohan's prd ictions, notably "An nent men and women of the state. .
tory are on cstriko today against the American Idea." The vaudeville comOn Friday, Saturday and Sunday
use of profanity by the foremen and bination was formed nine months ago. evenings there will be joint sessions
Fence
Doors, Red
Capital City Bank Bldg.
other men in the shop. The strikers
and
of the W. C. T. U. convention
Vard 33 J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Room 26.
hope to bring about walkouts in other
A bomb exploded early today in the Archaeological school.
for
demand
to
enforce
the
factories
Friday evening Dr. H. I Wilson of
hallway of a Second Avenue tenement
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
a rule that foremen and others be building, tearing a great hole in the the Archaeological School will give
instructed that no profanity or abus- floor of a hall occupied by the New an address on "Pompeii.'- - Mrs. Lila
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
ive language shall be used in the Pleasure Club, a social organization Carlin Moore, national W. C. T. V.
Policies at Lowest Rates.
workrooms at any time, no matter of Italian youths. Officers of the club
and organizer, will give an adwhat the provocation.
are said to have received seven?! dress. A very interesting feature of
will be
threatening letters, presumably from this evening's entertainment
an address by Miss Aurora Lucero, talContributions to aid the families of young men who had
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orented daughter of our secretary of
victims of the Equitable fire and to
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
state.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
establish a permanent relief fund for
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
Mrs.
Dorcas
Full Information Call,
For
On
Saturday evening
the benefit of members of the fire and
A long unused apartment of the
of
national
superintendent
Spencer,
and
families
Aveniif
in
their
mansinn
heen
fifth
has
police departments
AND
an ad;j
now aggregate $103,000.
The fund renovated and
nl0?B Indians wlU give,
and today
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
was raised by J. Pierpont Morgan & was ready for occupancy.
Mrs. Mad-- : uress on ner oepariiiieui worn, aiiu
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
Company, Kuhn, Loeb & Company, eline Force Astor, girl widow of Col. American
School of Archaeology, will
exmen.
Titanic
Jacob
of
a
business
and
committee
John
Astor,
victim,
COAL
CORD WOOD
Drama
on the "Religious
lecture
The Equitable fire and police fund pects a visit from the stork within
Dances of the Pueblo Indians."
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
committee, a corporation, will take the week. No longer does the resiSunday evening Dr. Mitchell CarMontezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
of the distribution of the dence have a somber look.
The cur-- ; roll will
charge
give an address on "ReliSuitable monthly payments tains, drawn tightly since April 4,
money.
gion and Art in the Homeric Age,"
Two
to those in need of assistance will be now are open to the sunlight.
supplemented by short addresses by
made.
physicians and six or seven trained W. C. T. IT. speakers.
nurses have been added to the retinue
All evening sessions of t'he W. C.
A group of men were gathered out-- ' of the young widow. Dr. Edwin B. T. V. convention will be held jointly
side the Hotel Metropole early today Cragin will take up quarters at the with the Archaeological School in the
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
At present Mrs. As- house of representatives. All meetdiscussing the Rosenthal murder and Astor mansion.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impopointing out the spot where the shoot- tor is cared for by three nurses, who ings are free and the public is cordialSuccessor to
work
in
of
each.
shifts
hours
bustlinvited.
interbe
will
e'e;ht
occurred
when
a
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policeman
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rtant part. The grandfather would
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
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Entirely recovered from the effects spersed by good music by Santa Fe
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- move on.
The group broke up but of her Titanic experience, Mrs. Astor talent.
FIRST-CLAS- S
one ot tne numoer lingered Denina. is said to be cheerful and in the best
ern home and why all this light? To
Through his mind was running a of health. She hopes she may have a CHARGED WITH
make the home more homelike to make
CATTLE STEALING.
recollection of the charges printed son to perpetuate the name of John
Also First-Clas- s
Manuel Roibal Lopez was arraign-eHacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
after the Rosenthal murder to the Jacob Astor. She has abandoned her
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
this morning before the justice of
effect that the police had cleared the nightly motor rides through Central
for father, mother and children. Good light
Phone Main
Park. She is remaining indoors and the peace in precinct Xo. 4, charged
3I0 San Fracisco St.
street just before the shooting.
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"
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Force,
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er constant companion.
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?500.
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for another murder?"
The highly important baby awaited
Then he left abrubtly.
on Fifth Avenue
inherit 3 million
do'lars from its father's vast estate.
BRAM. A
B"t suppose Mrs. Madeline Force
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DAILY DOINGS
AT DEMING

Fraternal Societies

Every Woman
interested and should know
poout the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new vaginal Syringe.
Ecst mcst convenient. It
cleanses instantly
Ask your drugistfor it
ir he cannot suddIv
MARVEL, cccot m other
but send stamp for illustrated
book
m
sealed. It gives full particu
lars ani directions i..valu.-btetladies.
MAitva CO. 44Easl3d Street. New YerkT4 mm

Jesus

Deming, N. M., August
Delgado, who was seriously stabbed
in the back last Saturday by Orozeo
Ponce, grew worse this morning and
for an
was removed to the hospital
It is feared that he will
operation.
not survive the wound.
Wan Brothers are digging 150 sacks
of Irish potatoes to the acre in their
truck garden near Deming.
The following party left Deming
Tuesday morning with a wagon, one
hack, nine saddle horses, cooks and
guide for a month's outing on the
west fork of the Gila: Herb Osmer,
guide; Nathan Osmer. cook: G. V.
Rutherford, Thos. It. Taylor. Ed
Fonlfcs, W. B. King, M. A. Xoidhaus,
Misses Elizabeth Waddill,
Margaret
Moore, Louise and lone Hodgdon and
Mrs. M. A. Nordha is.
H. H. Jacobs, formerly
of Twin
Falls, Idaho, is introducing t:ie corrugating system of irrigation into the
Mimbres valley.
lie has ten acres
now in alfalfa under this system, and
lie says it works perfectly in this valare made eighley. Corrugations
teen inches apart and four inchest
deep across the field, and a sufficient
number of corrugations are opened at
once to the
to accommodate the entire head of water. The
water trickles down the irrigation
and subs out, this supplying the soil
with moisture without wetting the
surface except in the corrugations.
This saves loss of water from evaporation and also saves cultivation to
some extent.
It also has the advantage of allowing the irrigator to
run his plant day and night as the
water may be distributed throughout
the night without the attention of the

JEARA.CE SAL.

!

Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right !

which was considerably over one hundred.
Professor Frank Caroon of the Nor- K3
mal University, at Las Vegas, lectured 61
at the Methodist church last night to
a large crowd.
Judge G. L. Reece has gone to OklaHe will
homa for a few days' trip.
visit several points before returning
about the middle of the month.

WATCH OUR SMOKE

PALACE.
T. Weight, Chicago.
Charles A. Spiess, Las Veg.is.
Mrs. L. R. Roy, Chiesijo.
L. A. Bastin. Denver.
Gregory Page, Gallup.
1). J. Cavanaugh, Kansas City.
E. A. Mann, Albuquerque.
II. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
S. R. Strickler, Raton.
U. G. Randall, Taos.
Mrs. B. T. Link, Las Cruces.
Mrs. W. C. Buell, Las Crucos.
Mrs. M. S. Kelley, Socorro.
T. R. Jones, Little Rock.
S. Luna, Los Lunas.
J. S. Xusbaum, City.
A. S. Peck, Albuquerque.
G. S. Smith, Williams, Arizona.
Miss E. Deuel, Concord, N. H.
B. E. Iledding, Mountainair,
X. M.
C. Lucas, Mountainair.
Mrs. C .Moffett, Las Vegas.
Mrs. C. Hil!, Las Vegas.
H. W. Clark and wife, Las Vegas.
J. S. Clark and wife, Las Vegas.
W. E. Turner, Kansas City.
C. C. Craig, Detroit, Mich.
W. G. Helmes, New Orleans, La.
Mrs. G. McArthur, Carlsbad, X. M.
Geo. Marbeck, Idaho.
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UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red (j.
Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood
of

day of the

DR. W.

Fri-

month

Fireman'

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly

STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician snd Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. at. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Bfack
OFFICE HOURS.
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to
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M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
l'i the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
rheumatism, weak iack, and other
kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce
beneficial results.
Contain no harmful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
Put
up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
genuine is in a yellow package. For!
sale by all druggists.

Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man In the city
and county and a great many In the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

You cannot get up to date printing
material
unless you have
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Latest sport news in the Santa Fe Vour orders are always assured perNew Mexican. Read it.
sonal attention.

NOW READY.

FORBUSH MAKE.

Regular, $2.50, Sale Price,

Tues-

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

$2.75

MAKING MOOSES AT CHICAGO.

Replar,

$1.35, Sale Price,

"

"

1.15,

"

$ .95
.75

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the New Mexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-
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SEE OUR

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court ol
the SUite.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces. -

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Block, Palace Ave., next
Cation
No.
259, holds Its regular
Lodge
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
PHONE 233.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
Phone Main 68.
DAVID GOXZALES, Secretary.

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher ,
y fZ

2.00,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal

2.25,

.

N. M.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

One lot of Men's Oxfords. All
kinds of leathers and styles.
Values up to $4.50.

"
"

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esten-cia- ,

H. Foreman
A. El P. Robinson.
Cor. Sec.
David
Gonzales.

MEN'S OXFORDS

it

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,

Hall.

4)OCD

Yniir rhnir.p

W. A.
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at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Vislr
Ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Consul
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the season's
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scriptive circular FREE.
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ADVERTISING
P. M. A. LIENAU,
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Secretary.
Taos, New Mexico.
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D. P. O. E.
460, B. P. O. E, holdi
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Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.
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Perfection
No.
1, 14tt
degree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry mee'a on
the third Monday of each montf
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, louth aide of Plaza.
Visiting Foitish Rite Masons ar cor
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY S . STEPHENS. 22
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n

4 BOLL.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, Sew Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
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BY STANLEY.
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V. H. KENNEDY,

W. E. GRIFFIN",

this season's style in Tan, Gun a
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Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid. HP--

His
annoying case of Kidney trouble.
back pained rnd he was bothered
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
took Foley Kidney Vills just as directed and in a few days I felt much
better. My life and strength seemed
I
to come back, and I sleep well.
am now all over my trouble and glad
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
Try them. For sale by all druggists

AUb

,

A'

h.

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T.
Regulai
conclave fourth Mon
day in each uonih a'
Masonic Hal) at 7: Si

!

300 pairs Women's Oxfords. All

teaming contractor
living at C09 Keeling Coirt. Canton,
and
III., is now well rid of severe

PERKINS

ARTHUR SELIGMAy. Secretary.

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3 00
.1
i
i
a pair, fin
w nue
tney last
per pair
aimit'li'r IHirHHTOrflT
.

La.

Coun-iella.-

mercial value to us.

D. C. Byhee,

W.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fe Chapter N
at
Attorney and
M.
R.
A.
1,
Regulai
Practice in all the District Court
n
c
e
o
(
convocation i
and gives special attention to case
Monday of each moatj before the State
Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall a; Office:
Laughlin Bldg.. Santa Fe, N. M.
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
HARRY D. MOULTON,
r

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALb PRICE. These are all this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their com-

Miss Nellie C. Taylor, Kansas City.
M. P. Manzanares, Ft. Sumner.
X. A. Houlman, St. Louis.
L. F. Woodby, St. Louis.
W. T . Cox, Minden, La.
A. C. Thomas and wife, City.
F. S. Speelman, Pueblo.
P. L Echols, El Paso.

THE T, R, IRON BRIGADE.

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.

M.

Secretary.

1'TXtfW-St'-

CORONADO.
Gus Andrian, San Pedro.
F. Moore, Willard.
Jesus M. Abeytia, Encino.
Ben Denton, Willard.
Xicanor Trujillo, Encino.
Mary E. Wilkinson, Salt Lake City.

!

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

MONTEZUMA.

H. II. Jacobs received 2200 volts of
electricity this afternoon, having gotten his shoulder accidentally against
He
the wires in his motor house.
survived the shock, and says he feels
as well as ever except for two holes
burnt into his shoulder about a half
inch deep. His motor was running at
the time he got against the wires and
his contact with the same killed the
motor, showing that he received the
full 2200 volts.
PORTALES POINTERS.
Portales, N. M., Aug. 8. Roosevelt
county received the heaviest rain of
Local showthe season last night.
ers have been falling for several days
over the county, and the splendid
rain of last night, which covered the
entire county, will Insure crops. The
late crops will be pushed rapidly by
the fine season.
The Roosevelt county normal which
is now in session is being largely atThe county having the
tended.
greatest number of schools among

17-1-

ALAN R. McCORD, W.
CHAS. E. LIXXEV, Secretary.

!

Bargains in

A. R. Stiner, Kansas City.
H. R. Low, Denver.

locate.

AAOOSE

Mr

--

!

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise
Now

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

on business.
E. P. Reidy of Lorain, Ohio, stopped off here on his return from the
Elks' convention to visit Dr. M. J.
Moran.
A. W. Peay of Carlsbad, is here to

Montezuma
Lodgi
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communi
Regular
anJ Counselor at Law.
attorney
cation first Monda
Kooms
of each month
Capittl Oity Bank Building,
Masonic - Hall a'
Santa Fe, New Mexico
7.30.

the several counties of the state, it
has the largest number of teachers.
The number of teachers attending the
institute now numbers nearly one
hundred and is daily increasing. The
last two weeks will enlarge the attendance to more than last year

irrigator.
Henry Meyer states tlmt lie cut
nine tons of alfalfa from five acres
last week, that being the third cutMr. Meyer's place is on the
ting.
edge of town to the southwest.
John R. Kibboy of Chicago, is here
on business.
M. J. Frederick, of Paris, Texas, is
here looking for a location.
C. C. Parker of El Paso is here on
business.
R. Barrier, of Mt. Pleasant, Texas,
is here looking for a location.
H. C. Cooper, of Fort Worth, Texas, arrived in Deming Tuesday morning and will spend several days here

OKIGIiNAi- -

CARDS

AT LAW.

ATTORNEYS

MASONIC.

mi

feed-ditc-
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i

MARVEL
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JOHNSON TO MAKE RACE WITH
governmentally to make men better establishment of a federal commisROOSEVELT DURING THE COM- - rather than to make men
richer, I sion to supervise interstate industrial PAY YOUR ROAD
ING CAMPAIGN.
accept such a place as you have ac- corporations, "and favors strengthen- corded me in the nation's history toing the Sherman law to insure com- (Continued From Page One.l
TAXES
day, wiMi grateful heart and with the petition in business and prevent un- GOMEZ
ELKS US. ELKS.
utmost singleness of purpose,
fair
trade
-rpractices."
the
of
in
eal
any
A real game of ball, the Elks want
progressives
..There , a Mw era R new fi ,
Pledges enactment of a patent law
states by whatever muue they should new
it understood, will be played on Sunstngge hat ,8 abpoad
CITY MARSHAL IS AT HIS OFFICE READY
that will prevent monopolies.
ue
01 siaie
Dccause
mucin,
on
afternoon
St.
is
uesignaieu
the
Michael's
,.Qfl ,t
npw
day
Thpr
Favors legislation giving interstate
laws.
TO RECEIVE CASH OR WORK, AND IT
The contending
College grounds.
political creed that this great man, commerce commission power to value
The convention adjourned at 7:24; Theodore
teams will be the Elks of Albuquerque
even
Roosevelt,
preached
IS UP TO YOU, MR. CITIZEN.
of railroads and
with the delegates si.iging the
and the Elks of the local lodge. The
when he was in the White House; physical property
in lusty voices. During
the
demands abolition of the commerce
line up of the players indicates a
of
that creed
equal opportunity, of a court.
three days it was in session there was
square deal for all human kind, 0!
good game and not a farce like we ONLY A HANDFUL OF TRIED
Pay your road taxes.
not
a
roll
call
ballot.
nor
a
AND
TRUE
Condemns methods of issuing curGANGSTERS
AND
HUNT
ARRIVE,
to every child in the race of
look for when the fats ana leans play
This is the order that has gone
was not a voice of opposition giving
There
notes
rency
through private agencies
life an
or the business men of one street
FACES ARE MISSING FROM AROUND THE ONCE FESTIVE BOARD
either to Colonel Roosevelt or Gov- the last equal start; it is the creed in and urges control thereof by the gov- forth from the office of Rafael Gomez,
of humanity that is
city marshal, in an announcement
against the business men of another
ernor Johnson.
The delay in nomi- now the analysis
IS ADMITTED TO BE DARK AND GLOOMY
creed of one of the great na- ernment alone and opposes the
published today.
street, or the state officials against
The city marshal
them was due to the large
nating
bill.
currency
those of the county.
says that he is at his office to receive
The following
parties in the United States of
number of seconding speeches al- tional
Favors government
America.
monev frnm
players will appear on the Santa Fe
lowed.
"If in one little particle I may with manufacturers and producers in jcash and ttose who-isnine:
to Work out
As has always been the case in
v rv .
the burden of this great man extendine forelen .commerce.
Mike Stanton, D. A. McCarthy, M.
u,e ' .. on .;uie roaas should apply
to
GOING TO TAKE PLENTY OF COIN
the lighten
national political conventions,
for
,
Declares
development
is
who
prompt
h:m
and
the
today
B. Otero,
doing
at
greatest
C.
OIlce
J.
ne will arrange for
Ed Safford,
anl
Neis,
bulk of the work of the progressive
in his career, then i of all natural resources, condemning tnem t0 start
bravest
Howard Moore, Frank J. Levan, AThe rQads need the
gathering was carried on in the com- shall feelthing
waste and monopolize work and tne tax must bfJ
well repaid in this
exploitation,
TO EVER PUT TAFT IN THE
lbert Clancy, W. D. Shea.
E mittees.
pa,dj go H
ti0"'
is "P t the citizens to get busy. The
This bespeaks a game worth seeing
There was sharp discussion at
"I would rather go down to defeat
Irges reasonable compensation to marshal's
statement saysas the Albuquerque boys are sending
times in several committee meetings,
-with Theodore Roosevelt than to go the public for water power.
i wiu be at my offlce
and no little difficulty in agreeing to
The
up the best players they have.
eyery d
Declares for good roads, national for tne purpo8e of
victory with any other presidential
York on important business, said im- upon the platform as finally adopted.
return game will be played a week XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
receiving the road
The republican state committee X portant business being to see if any Colonel Roosevelt worked with the candidate."
highways and extension of rural free tax which is no w due
Thnao wh
from Sunday at Albuquerque.
THE PLATFORM.
of desire to pay
X this afternoon decided to hold X Teal coin could be annexed
delivery; immediate development
for the subcommittee in charge of the plat-- :
cash, may do so while
and those who cannot
the convention in Albuquerque
Following is a synopsis of the natural resources of Alaska,
form until late this afternoon, helping
coming campaign.
pay, will be given
V September 12 for the purpose of X
Venceslao Jaramillo, once the boss to mould the draft, which at last planks in the platform of the Pro- promises to that territory local self work on the roads.
This tax can not
X nominating a candidate for con- gressive party:
government.
be evaded. The city needs the money
of the impevious county of Rio Ar- proved acceptable to him.
"We of the progressive party dediX gress
and of selecting three
preand labor on the streets and alleys.
Pledges party to immediate
The platform did not take up the
Venceslao
riba, was in attendance.
presidential electors, it being X is sti:i chairman of what remains of negro question. In this connection cate ourselves to the fulfillment of paration of plan to develop rivers of The ordinance covering this tax is
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
maintained that Xew Mexico was X the state committee.
But be it said one of the interesting seconding the duty laid upon us by our fathers Hie country, especially the Mississip- as follows:
Won Lost Pet. X entitled to only three. The basis
speeches of the day was that of F. R. tc maintain that government, of the pi and tributaries.
"Chapter 19, City Ordinances.
Xew York
71
27
.723 X of representation was fixed at X right here, Venceslao is not going to Gleed, of Xew York, a negro.
"Sub-Sec- .
Demands that the Panama canal
people by the people and for the peo2.
That all persons ve- be
much
chairman
was
for
it
longer
G3
".(i
. g;ig
N one delegate for every 100 votes
Chicago.
whose
foundation
laid.
so
to
"We
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as
stand
the platform,'' Ik ple,
shall be
they
insure
by
within
the city limits who are
operated
to
broken
siding
him
but
that
sadly
firmly
2S
58
.604
cast for governor in the last
Pittsburg
"We hold with Thomas Jefferson competition
with
transcontinental the owners of a horse or horses, shall
some one who could politic a little, said. "We stand by Colonel Roose
51
47
.320
election.
The committee
Philadelphia
then X would have to
be required to perform labor upon the
and
the
throne
occupy
Cincinnati
47
54
.405 X went into executive session.
TO
GOING
CONUENTION
DECORATED
WITH
streets and alleys of the City of
BANDANAS.
one
of
of
the
the
purposes
meeting
St. Louis
5S
44
.431
Santa Fe, with such horses, three
was to pick a chairman.
The change,
velt's letter; we stand by 'his speech.
G4
.3GC
37
Brooklyn'
as provided in
U is said, will take place after the
one
days,
as
And
we
him
stood
San
Juan
at
by
Boston
27
71
.270
The Old Guard held a reunion to convention, the date for which the
of this ordinance; Provided, That any
hill, so we will stand by you in Noclay.
person wishing to pay cash instead
"committee" will arrange before ad- vember and fight for victory."
4
P
?t
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
of furnishing the horse or horses to
Miss Jane Adams, of Hull House, T 7 ? i
It amounted simply to that for the journing this evening.
Won Lost Pet.
....
P
m
work on the streets, may pay in lieu
e,,U n.l
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secwho
those
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among
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i"c
Boston
33
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fill Ulig
meeting today
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thereof,
Roosevelt.
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contrast
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the former meetings of
.G23
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IS
Washington
each head of horses he owns or in
greeted
enthusiastically. The new
there the once all powerful machine Npvpi-- :
GO
43
.5S3 terialize for the reason that
Philadelphia
his possession for each, of said days.
party formally placed itself on record
does not seem to be any committee before, has a call for a
51
50
Chicago
meeting of
as favoring equal suffrage, and furRAFAEL GOMEZ,
A
1 ilefttne
few
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and
oltl
"tried
,
the
.50.-com-52
Detroit
Central
53
Republican State
ther
movethe
recognized
City Marshal.
suffragette
a
fellows
were
true"
and
held
here
4G
niittee, failed so utterly to elicit
56
Cleveland..
.45X!
ment by providing for four women
the senate chamber, prompt and spontaneous attendance,
Xew York
G7
32
.323 conclave in
members at large on the national comTAFT WILL TALK OVER
St. Louis
32
70
.314 starting this afternoon at 2 o'clock. 0f the members from all comities.
mittee.
HIS VETO WITH HIS
Put for the large part, the meeting
The smilinsc face of Joe E. Saint.
Colonel Roosevelt 111 his speech of
CABINET BEFORE ACTING.
consisted
of
and
It
proxies
gloom.
chairman of the county committee of
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Just a Bernalillo county, was conspicuous by
Won Lost Pct. was a dismal proceeding.
President Returns From Funeral of
7"
Mr. Saint has resigned
Denver
.r.sn handful of the famous old "war- - 'ts absence.
G4
40
Mrs. Taft's Father and Gets Exs
,
jy ...
collected
for
of
horses"
the
purpose
from
the committee. He is for Roose57
St. Joseph
50
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Busy at White House.
tremely
Grand
of
Old
the
remains
the
viewing
velt and against Taft. And so it goes
Omaha
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Des Moines
55
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.519 Party which suffered a sudden, un- down the line. Some of the committee
Washington, D. C, Aug. S. Presi-- ;
Sioux City
54
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.509 expected and rather violent death at. members, it is said, did not even
dent Taft arrived in Washington at
first
election.
state
the
take enough interest in the proceed53
55
Wichita
..491
S:45 o'clock this mornine from Cin- Don Solomon Luna was the political ings to mail their proxies.
5G
Lincoln.
In some
51
.477
cinnati, where he had been to al-PROCESSION' OF BI LL MOOSE tend the funeral of John W.
G9
38
.355 oasis about which the meeting cen- of the counties, practically no organ- Topeka
Herron
THE
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ization
of
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tered. Then there was Gregory Page,
Mrs. Taft
any kind is left.
father. The president
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late boss of McKinley county coal
drlven to tne whUe
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Herbert B. Holt of Dona Ana
KfcRCIUKFS WRAPPKU AROITCI) a gecIa, (.aoiMt
He is now, always has been county, was among those mentioned
camps.
was to Mn.
meetlng
I HEIR HATS.
NATIONAL.
and doubtless always will be "stand for chairman. The name of Mr. Page
jsider his probable veto of the tariff
At Philadelphia.
R. H. E. pat" as long as there is anything to was also heard.
bills.
Likewise the name
4 10 1 "stand
The president read to the cabinet
Philadelphia
railroad-- '
of B. C. Hernandez, who was recently
pat" for or on.
railroads, and urges that
7 10 2
Chicago
controlled ships shall be denied the a draft of his veto message.
After
It. B. Holt and C. J. Laughren, handed a land office job and who pre-- !
Ea teries: Moore
Beaton members of the
Ritter
the session he cancelled all engagese of the canal.
egisative senate, sided at the Las Vegas convention,
Lxpresses belief in a protective tar- - ments, and remained in the White
put in appearance today at noon. Mr. was urged.
in final
ltT. which shall equalize conditions of House to put his message
Holt is from Dona Ana county and
who
O.
voter!
Holm
Bursum,
At Boston.
R. H. E.
lorm. Chairman Emery of the tariff
Lnlted
between
the
from
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Mr.
competition
Deming,
convention
the
Laughren
Chicago
throughout
Boston
6 7 0
States and foreign countries for all board was one of the few callers he
Mr. Holt has been a mem- for Theodore Roosevelt, was not here
county.
Cincinnati
5 10 3
classes:
demands tariff revision be- - received. All the members of the
of the Old Guard for Lo these today.
ber
Mr. Bursum is attending
Batteries: Perdue, Dickson ana
"c'c i"rae' wlul me excep-thcause
the
present tariff is unjust to """""
many years, while Mr. Laughren, strictly to his sheep ranches,
it is
o Secretary Meyer, who is in
Kling; From me and McLean.
people of the United States and!;011
having acquired a water company at said, and is not worrying particularly
Massachusetts. The regular meeting
pledges party to the establishment of
over whether Mr. Taft carries XTev
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c
.u ue neia tomorrow.
scientific
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be
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1 7 1 upon
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A. Hubbell, much lamented congress at the ensuing election.
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.2 9 0 Francisco
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Washington, D.
The
Condemns Payne-Aldricbill and Oldfield bill to reviseC,theAug.
Batteries: Rucker, Ragon and Mil- - Old Guard of Bernalillo county, whose
A ta'k with the few members of the
laws
patent
were
first
political wings
the democratic party's tariff policy to meet the recent
clipped by committee who are here, elicits the
ler; Sallee and Wingo.
patent monopoly
former Governor Otero and who later information that
as "destructive of the protective sys- decision of the
they "view the sitsupreme court was
tem."
At Xew York.
R. II. E. went to smash before a Progressive uation with alarm."
counSandoval
reported to the house today by ChairXew York
man Oldfield, of the patent commit..2 6 2 organization of his county, came in at ty is in just as "bad" a fix as ever acceptance, said:
and Abraham Lincoln that the people
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of
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the Old Guard and so is Bernalillo.
meeting
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tee.
"Mr. Chairman and the men and are the masters of their constitution adian
Likewise there
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reciprocity
Batteries: Marquard and Meyers: without Don Francisco would be like is considerable doubt as to whether women, who, in this convention
ex- - to fulfill
its purposes and to safeFavors inheritance and income
Wilson, Hendrix and Gibson (10 inn- - a funeral without any mourners. When one Hon. Secundino Romero can line press their high and lofty purpose of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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a'l else fails, Don Francisco can
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The Don is the cham- aides that always have been his in for the honor you have conferred
AMERICAN.
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half of immigrants; a wise and just
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who,
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At Detroit.
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SESSION IN DENVER.
the initiative referendum crushed to death and several passenwe,c(Tred
inventor of the ballad entitled, "So was the case in the good old days. intend to apply
throughout the union and recall."
gers were severely cut and bruised.
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question
Thomas J. Carling of Macon, Georgia,
Pledges party to provide" "a more
It was shall we nominate, but now it is a only type of man who ever ought to
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Cal., Aug. 8 Kate
Chosen as Supreme Chancellor and those voting but not present.
easy and expeditious
method of Gould, 13, and Elba Gould, 1C, sisters,
be nominated for the vice presidency
S. Young, of Ada, Idaho, Vice Chan said Mr. Springer had gone to Xew question of who can we nominate.
were found murdered at their home
we have nominated a man fit at the amending the federal constitution."
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The Taos Indians instigated a rebel125 Palace Ave.
compared to cities of Europe. For in- Coats
and Dresses.
i!
anil
might have
stance, our city was founded ninety, lion at this time
"
"
eight years before the capital of Kus- - been a much sadder thing for the
sia, St. Petersburg.
(Spanish than it was had the plans car- - tend the meet ins or the eomr.'.iKv.
jjr- ilmj jjrs. Vincent and their four
Shakespeare lived for eleven' years ried out well. It was agreed to dis- after the completion of the Old Pal- - patch runners to the different pile- - boys from Chicago arrived today to
ace. Bacon did his best work in bios with knotted cores which would spend a few (lavs with Or and Mrs.
Pe a sign tor tlie memos to declare tlarrouu on thir way to California,
ltido, the year the palace was built.
In fact if one associates Santa Ve war. Supposedly all the Pueblos were
p. s. Speelman, traveling freight'
with the happenings of the old world to get this at the same time, but for- - agent for the Missouri Pacific railway
miji- -b
our city does indeed seem ancient. tunately for the Spanis-- they did not with headquarters in Pueblo, Colo., 1s
The city was established two years and so there was no sudden and unit- - in the city calling on the merchants,
OUR ENTIRE STOCK UF
before Jamestown and fifteen years ed action amongst the Pueblos. This
urs. Louise liuell. president Las
before the pilgrims landed at Ply- gave the Spanish time to learn of their Cruces I'nion, and Mrs. H. T. Link of
plans and concentrate at Santa Fe for i,as cruces. arrived last evening. Mrs.
mouth.
Kin K is state superintendent of moih- In Europe King James was on the defense.
Oternie was governor at this time Prs" meetings,
throne of England. King Henry was
a. R. Steine'-- Kansas City. Mo., II.
ruling in France while Cardinal Rieha-lie- and it was on August HMh, 16S0, that
BOYS' AND
CHILDREN'S, MISSES',
was dictator of the whole of Eur- he ordered 47 of the rebellious Indians
mk of i)Pnver, X. A. Hoiil:nin of
shot in front of the palace to put a st. L(mis aml vv - T'lrner of
ope.
on the Indians rebellious sas Cit;, are a t(.w of
Dr. Hewett drew a word picture of
ie t?a,,sn,.ll
one-ha- lf
on
one week
spirit.
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Old
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it
the.
This
of
the
instead
desired
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it t of Alamogordo, who
Dr.
is
The old building he
price.
originally.
effect, seemed to have the opposite.
spending some tine in Santa Ke and
thought looked very much as the By this time all the
fif
from
Spanish
who is attending tlie American School
building we see today with the excepty miles around had congregated in 0j- Archaeology, is a
tion of the present portal.
delegate to the
the Old Pa race and were in a state of W. C. T. I", convention.
DRY
The old portal was supported
by defense.
The Indians attempted to
M'ss Kate Mailer, Miss Myrtle
round pillars with a capital like the carry the Palace by assault
but were
and
Boyie, Miss Gladys IUishwonli
ones used in the lecture hall of the repulsed.
They then cut off the wa- Professor Coi kerell, who have been
present building.
ter supply which seems to have come
The building originally was longer from a snfcill creel; or rito which had spending several doys at the Valley
than it is now, being three hundred its source in a spring where the Sis- Kanch on the Pecos will return this
evening.
and fifty feet. The ruins of a wall in- ters' chapel now stands.
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Dr. ilarroun who was injured yesdicated that it extended further to
After the water supply was taken
in
Zook's Pharmacy, is doing
the west and the old archives in the the Spanish left, the Palace and re- terday
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federal building of Santa Fe show that treated towards El Paso. The In- as nicely as could be expected.
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pain
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gieat
a part of the west end was cut off dians practically destroyed tlie entire
3
when Lincoln avenue was laid out. city with the exception of the Palace he was administered an opiate, the ef- 8
This same record shows another tiling which they occupied and which then fects of which ci'.userl him lo sleep a
few hours.
of interest. It says "The street, be- became the seat of Indian
governJ. M. Earnest has resigned his posiAT LOW PRICES.
gins at. the tower of the palace." This ment for twelve years
until
King tion with the
city as agent and with
would seem to indicate that the build- Philip sent De Vargas to nuke the
his most estimable wife will drpait
ing originally had towers, Dr. Hewett city and territory.
is of the opinion that there were two
This De Vargas did in M92 but i for Santa Fe in a few days where lie
Mr. aid
and probably three of these towers, was not until December Kith, Ifi'.i:;. will locate permanently.
the third one being in the center of that tlie territory was finaiiy taken Mrs. Earnest, have been residents of
the city for nearly ten years and have
the building. He also thinks that Hie and Spanish rule established.
sec res of friends who will miss them
building extended to the east and! The Palace then was the seat of
AKERS-WAGNE- R
that, when the east end is repaired Spanish rule in the southwest until very much indeed but who wish them
CO.
all sue:. ess r.'.id happiness in thrir new
evidences will be found to substanti- Mexico became
independent.
This' home.
They have a number of strong
then became
ate this belief.
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ties in the
of Santa Fe. three of
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of that
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inally was Dr. Hewett suggested the
Citizen.
The Mexican government began to city.
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use of round pillars with a characOrrin A. Foster, who. with Mrs.
teristic capital, cut as were the old have trouble with the Indians ami on
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the Pecos.
It has been said, and we
believe with truth, that the man who
Valley Ranch, N. M., Aug. 7 Any-- ! is a success in one thing is likely to
one desiring a large number of fine be a success in rost anything he unmountain
trout should
have no dertakes, and those who in the last
few days have undertaken
and
troub'e in securing them, judging to whom any order for fishfishing,
should be
from the quality and quantity of the referred, are Jn'tc;e R. H. Hanna,
fishermen now seen on the banks of Judge Roperts, Nathan Salmon, Mr.
Vailey Ranch Activities.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$3.00 Dai!y, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
$1.25
$2.50 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year

2.UU

Weekly, six months

1.00

50

Weekly, per quarter

IS MURDER NOW AN OCCUPATION.

AS

It is one of the marvels of the age that the two cities of the world
claiming the highest civilization New York and Paris have pushed Dodge
City, Nome, Flagstaff and liulMiog off the map as centers of the homicide
industry.
Mo.st of those towns are now peaceful spots where the
no
longer promotes the private graveyard. Texas, the land of Colonel Bowie
and Davy Crockett, sends men to jail for
playing cards, or drinking in public. The murder business lias moved to New York. Where policemen and courts are most numerous, where society is most settled, where
crime thould be least, murder walks abroad by daylight as it never did in th?
gun-totin-

THE BYSTANDER
SEES

IT

ANOTHER CHANCE.
Said a friend to the Bystander this
morning: "Call attention to the trees
on some streets that hang over the
sidewalk so a person has to dodge
to get under them." So here goes.
it is funny the criticisms that are
flung at the fellow who slings a quill.
understand considerable wrath has
been developed over the matter of the
weeds and that the mayor has been
abused and not given credit when
work has actually been done.
This
not dist
nmhnriv in nnrticn- lar, but it shows the one peculiar
trait in human nature, that of remembering a criticism but failing to
of commenrecognize an expression
dation.
So delighted has the
Bystander
been at the change in the appearance
of the streets since work has been
begun on them that he could not
keep still about it and has mentioned
the decided improvement e'very day
for a week or more, being only too
glad to give to the city officials the
credit for 60od work- t0 whieh they

mining town, safe for brief periods.
The cause?
it lies in the kind of government New York has for so long been cursed
with. Crime attracts criminals. A criminal class breeds and multiplies.
No community wants such conditions.
New York does not. But New
York is not a
For generations our greatest city
community.
lias been held helpless in the grip of two corrupt machines the
republican machine, and the Tammany crowd in the city. Both have been
machines of criminals. Not murderers, but followers of the game of big
graft. The loot lias been the streets, the wharves, and the franchises and
contracts of the state and the city.
Honesty has been in eclipse. Big graft has needed little graft for the:
pay of the smaller fry. Protection to gambling and prostitution is a nece.s-- j
sary part. of the system for how else are the city workers to be rewarded,
And when police, gamblers, bawdy house keepers, street railway grafters,
steam railway giafters, tariff grafters, trust grafters, smugglers and their
like are all leagued together to loot a great city, a greater state, and a good
part of the greatest nation in the world, the. mere trifle of human slaughter
cannot be allowed to stand in the way of the business.
They are looking for the men higher up in the Rosenthal case. Let
them go to Belmont. Morgan. Ryan. Richard Croker. P.iM llarnps nnrl ('.pnrep
W. Aldridge. They are the men higher up. Thurlow Weed and Boss Tweed
were the men highei up. The men who have kept the people of the city of ,are flll!y elltit,eti-NeThe matter first mentioned herein,
York from governing themselves, who have balked democracy through
the Rube legislators of the rural districts and the swashbucklers of Tarn-- ! nowever' is aain a matter for each
many Hall are the men higher tip. They have made murder so safe in New citizen and not the city officials and
York city that no skill is needed in it, no darkness, no mask, no caution. It jt should be attended to.
The sag- is simple as the killing operations at Armour's.
ging awning over a sidewalk or the
.
o
limbs of trees hanging over and
brushing one's hat of catching in a
TODAY'S LAWYERS.
lady's puffs and rats and switches
Collier's Weekly has many editorials on courts and lawyers that are 'and
things is exceedingly aggravating
of
consideration.
Here
is
one:
worthy
nd just a minute's time on the part
"This is not the day of giants among lawyers. There are too many o tUe home
,
owner , ,
,
...
.
among the profession, and their influence has been baneful ',.
.u
ne
i
Uiiincnes.
worii ot
unciiuuig
Perliaps n we had greater juuges we would have greater lawyers. The really 'beautifying a city and
it
great judge admires the lawyer of spirit and independence.
Justice rarely clean is not one man's keeping
employment
flows from men of small minds."
nor that of the officials alone, but
This question of judges and lawyers has come into unusual prominence
within the last few years, but we are not prepared to admit that it is not a it must be reciprocal and done joint-and the citizen must do his share.
day of great lawyers. The great questions of government and of statesman-shiThat is one of the laws of the ani- n
liave changed in ohariirter. nnrl Hiprp i
j'tinnco
fi.
lawyer to display his gifts. Our courts ot this dav are filled with that class yerse whon an",hinS is accomplished.
must be done by ioint action.
of cases that aie more commercial in character than they were in former
U ls a l)leasure to note today lhat
years, in the day of our early struggles; the day that brought men like Web-- !
ter to the front. The questions then were more questions of human rights Marcy street and Don Caspar are
and they were more appealing in character and more spectacular in effect. lmdpr t,le administration of the hoe
is
But, with the same questions for consideration it is fair to presume that great l,ri8ac)e and the improvement
lawyers and great judges would rise to meet the emergencies. The present greattendency is again toward the rights of individuals, the human side of govern- THE WAY WE LOOK.
mental life, and it .'hould bring into prominence once more, the great lawyer:
Two men looked through prison bars,
and the great judge.
ne saw m,1(1; the other, stars,
It is not pleasant to think that in any department of life, we are degen- There is a world of thought to be
crating and our lawyers are men of "smaller minds." if in a certain degen-- !
eracy in great governmental ideals, we have slipped back a little, it does not drawn from that couplet.
What we
mean that we will not recover. If some of our judges have been caught in see in life and what we are depends
this seeming backward movement, it does not mean that they have all degen- - partially on the lift of the eyes and
erated in ability nor sense of justice. We believe that in the great struggle what is in the soul back of the actual
ahead of us for a
of an equitable relationship between the .Physical vision.
This very difference
people and corporative power that the lawyers and the courts will not be in view is what brings happiness,
in
fairness, justice and patriotic impulse which is so necessary for success, cheer, helpfulness and use-alacking
equitable alignment of rights between opposing beliefs or antagonistic; fulness in life.
It is not alone what
1(,rcesis really occurring and how we may
0
be- hit that makes or
breaks us but
how we l00k at jt and now we aet
ANEW OPTIMISM.
Ur 1K)int of view'
"We are optimists," declared .Mr. Taft as he accepted the nomination
' IlaVe seen m:lny a person in dis"
stolen for him at Chicago. Surely Mr. Taft needs all the optimism he 'lias
want even- - wlth e sl,ir't that
in his system in face of the present emergency.
Just where he finds the . s'
Philosophy from which he draws his nntiniism it i rliffic.lt tn fiiv,er ,,.: ls "nfl'Jenchable and a cheer that is
less it is in a kind Providence which has graciously taken care of him up to contagious.
admires
Everybody
Everybody feels like takihis time, and which he hopes will not desert him in his hour of great need. courage.
ing off his hat to the chap who sees
Among other cheerful thoughts given voice by the president are these:
"the republican party does not believe that human nature, has changed: the stars: who won't stay down; who
"We tt.vor tilt greatest good to the greatest number, but we do not believe has the fighting spirit and takes the
It is no child's
t;i.:t lis can be accomplished by minimizing the rewards of individual effort fighting chance.
or by imrinEiug or destroying the right of nronertv."
game this game of life, but one in
The "right of property" of which Mr. Taft is so solicitous can only be!"nicn every fellow must keep his
It is not a game for the
hiili is the possession of his masters. It does not have ref- - gaze altt.
tiv;
eiiiice. it is presumable, to the little property of mill hands or those people cnal) wll sees the mud only or who
in the common walks of life, whose interests have not appealed to the Taft gives up in despair because things
One feels a
contingent to any noticeable extent. The minimizing of the rewards of in- - 8 uad with him.
effort doubtless has reference to those unselfish efforts to gobble tempt for the qutter or the squealer,
and hold it. as has been the custom of those who have 0ne strong trait in human nature,
everything in
thank God, is the spirit of helpfulness
engineered the renomination of President Taft.
It requires too, a remarkable quality of optimism, or blindness, on the when a fellow who is really lookins
part of the president, to declare that "the republican party has not at the stars stubs his toe and falls,
(hanged." Had it not changed, there would not be in Chicago during the but he must make an effort to stand
present week, eleven hundred delegates forming a new party. Had the great up when once he gets to his feet
organization held fast to its original tenets there would be no progressive or- - again.
He cannot lie in the mud and
ganization today. It is the fact that it has changed that has awakened the expect either sympathy nor' help. Nor
American people. It is the fact that it has changed that it is to be decisive-- ! does he deserve it. We all
get some
ly defeated in November. It is on account of the fact that it has changed awful knocks that seem to paralyze
that it is facing today an utter repudiation by an aroused and indignant peo- - us but there is no such thing
really
IJie.
as a solar plexus blow outside, the
0
and there is always another
prize
President Taft says he will not countenance any coalition with the pro chancering
ahead for the man or the wogressives in ;nio. "Nobody asked you," seems appropriate as a quotation man who looks toward the stars.
just there. If the president has many more withdrawals from his state ticket
or from his state committee, be wont have much of anything to offer in the
THOSE OLD CLOTHES.
way of coalition. His forces seem to be too badly shattered to get even a
There must be a sort of telepathic
Jine up of his own.
communication between the lady of
0
man's house and the old clothes
every
If Governor Wilson should be elected president he canuot expect to keep man.
Of course, I am willing to adhimself So aloof from rows and factions as he is now attempting to do. He mit that the
on the part of
is very coy just at present and doing the diplomatic act; but should lie act every man is tendency
to wear his clothes as
tn
House
'he
find
the unite
will
that the mailed fist will be the ong as they will
ually land
hang onto him and
only tuing tnat win tame tne multitude.
stay hitched, but there is an absolute
0
fatalitV alinilt tll
rlrthon thai arc
An eastern man wants his marriage annulled on the ground that
hiS;RiVen awav for thev are always need-wifThere are occasions where that might be grounds ed when it's too
is deaf and dumb.
Hte and the old
lor marriage rather than divorce.
;clothes mau hag g;ne away and has
become possessed of all the other fel- ;
...
u.Lc.uiii. iu td
...as...
new, writes low's trousers in the neiehborhnnd
suiueimug
' Woman is not a personality, but a symbol
That fellow will see it differ- - too, and gone on his way. The clothes
ently after he's married.
he got were just the thing to wear on
that fishing trip and you were saving
A New York paper says that Eleanor Glyn was presented at court recent- them for just such an emergency, and
ly. It did not state whether it was the royal court or the police court and il now you've got to wear your every-th- e
latter, did she get "three weeks" or a fine.
day clothes or stay at home. Of
course the lady of the house does not
T"7
The idea of I nele Sam asking John Bull how to handle his canal evi-- j
quite understand it. She does not
dently was not popular with the senate. Nor would it be with the American quite realize that you've only got
people"
your Sunday and everyday clothes, and
that the loss of either one is an awful
.
,
u
rr,.
n.c
us
i.uiiu ima ag.feu iu open
books to tne government.
iuc
That handicap.
looks like a cold day for somebody.
It is commendable in the lady of
1
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Winters, John H. Walker and many
ciher equally prominent men.
If yoa are looking for a prominent
man, around Santa Fe and don't find
him, the chances are that you can get
him on the long distance telephone
If he isn't
)v calling Val!ey Ranch.
here, he ought to be, because the
fishing is unsurpassed.

'

the house. to want the man of the the sum of $973.00 as figured on the
house to look as well as he can. In plans and specifications.
the average run of cases, man is not
The Council then adjourned.
a beautiful figure at best, and I don't
(Signed) CELSO LOPEZ,
wonder she wants to make him as Attest:
Mayor.
presentable as possible, but there are
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.

cases when old clothes and old shoes
are appropriate and decorous. A
friend told me the other day that he
had to 'hide the shoes he was wearto
ing, each night before he went
bed or they would be missing in the
morning.
They were canvass shoes
such as baseball players wore years
ago and such as men like to wear now
when their wives will let them. In
the case just, mentioned, I must say
that my friend is lucky to have kept
those shoes out of the as.h barrel as
long as he has and tney look to me as
if they would have to be well hidden
if they escape much longer. If the
lady of the house gets an eye on them
cnce its oblivion for those shoes.
This question of the disposition of
our old clothes, though, is likely to
remain in statu quo, and the lady of
the house is to indispensable and
altogether delightful in other ways
that she can do anything she wants to
with old clothes.

NOTICE.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
The United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs. No. 15.
Ortega Fiores, et al,
Defendants.
It appearing from the complaint in
the above entitled cause that the same
is commenced for the purpose of removing a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
title of plaintiff to certain lands within the district of New Mexico, and
that the defendant, Ortega Fiores, is
not an inhabitant of and cannot be
found within the district of New Mexico as shown by the return of the
Marshall for the district of New Mexico, made on the 25th day of May,
1912, and that said defendant has not
voluntarily appeared in this cause; now
on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by
the Court that the said defendants and
each of them, do plead, answer or demur in this cause by the second day
of September, A D. 1912.
It is further ordered, that as personal service on said defendant, Ortega
Fiores, can not be had as shown by
the return of the Marshal for the district of New Mexico on the 25th day
of May, 1912, that a copy of this
order be published in the Santa Fe
Daily New Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the district of
New Mexico, once a week for six consecutive weeks, the last publication
to be made at least one week before
said return day.
Done in open court in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, this 1st day of July, A.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CITY
COUNCIL.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. C, 1912.
Regular meeting of the city council
called to order by Mayor Lopez. There
being a quorum present the council
proceeded to business.
Minutes of the last meeting were
approved as read.
Reports of officers presented and
referred to Finance committee.
The improvement
of Agua Fria
street was referred to Street and
Bridge committee.
City marshall was instructed to cut
down the tree on the corner of
s
road and Garfield street.
By motion of Councilman Alarid, the
sidewalk ordinance was read second
time by title with the following
amendment: On west side of Garcia
sireet a five foot walk from Canon
road to Manhattan street.
On north side of Aztec avenue a
four foot walk from Guadalupe street
to .Hancock street.
of Councilman
By motion
R. L.
Baca it was read third time in full
and moved its passage.
Roll called
and unanimously adopted.
Orinance No. 10.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Santa Fe.
Section 1. That sidewalks be built
with vitrified brick or cement as may
be determined by the mayor on a line
and grade to be furnished by the city
engineer, whose services are to be
paid by the owners or agents or persons in charge of the lot or lands
abutting such improvement (proposed)
said sidewalks to be laid and built
within thirty days after the passage
and approval of this ordinance, on
the following streets and avenues,
Cer-riilo-

WM. II. POPE,
Judge.

north side of Hickox street a
four foot walk from Galisteo street to
Cerrillos street.
On east side of Galisteo street a
four foot walk from Manhattan street
to the city limits.
On north side of Manhattan street
a four foot walk from Galisteo street
to Cerrillos street.
On south side of Garfield street a
five foot walk from Hancock street
to Guadalupe street.
On north and south sides of Agua
Fria street a four foot walk from Guadalupe church to the city limits.
On south side of Canon street a
four foot walk from Santa Fe river
to the city limits.
On west side of Garcia street
a
five foot walk from Canyon road to

Manhattan street.

side of Aztec avenue a
four foot walk from Guadalupe street
tc Hancock street.
The city marshal shall serve a copy
of this notice ordinance, duly certified
by the city clerk on the owners, agents
or persons in charge of the lots or
lands abutting the said sidewalks
herein provided, which copy so served
shall be notice to such owners, agents
or persons in charge to lay, build and
construct such sidewalks within sixty
days from date of service of such copy
of this notice ordinance.
Bids for construction of bridges on
Galisteo and Cerrillos roads were
presented and read; by the Midland
Bridge company, Kansas City, Mo.,
and Campbell Bros., and by motion of
Councilman II. L. Baca, both were rejected on account that one party
had on two and another one three,
and because the bid on one of the
bridges was too high and the Mayor
was instructed to get new bids on
three bridges by tomorrow night. The
council then adjourned to meet Wednesday, August 7th at 7:30 p. m.
AUGUST 7.
Adjourned
meeting of the city
council.
Present Councilmen
Alarid, R. L. Baca, Nick Baca
and Frank Butts.
Bids for bridges were presented
and read end by motion of Councilman Armijo duly seconded by R. L.
Baca, the contract of the bridges was
given to the Midland Bridge Co., for
Ar-mij-

j

NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF THE
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District, Sitting in and for
the County of Santa Fe.
Independent Steel and Wire Company
and Pittsburg
Trust Company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Gen'l Xo. 6366
Consolidated Cause.
New Mexico Central Railroad Company and Others, Defendants.
To all Parties in Interest in the Above
Entitled Cause and all Creditors of
the New Mexico Central Railroad
Company.
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the decree of the court entered on July 29th, 1912, in the above
entitled cause appointing the undersigned as Special Master and Referee
to take testimony and report upon all
of the questions, matters and things
included in or appurtenant to the issues raised in the consolidated cause
aforesaid and the constituent causes;
And also to ascertain and report to
the court a list of the creditors, both
secured and unsecured, of the New
Mexico Central
Railroad
Company
together with the statement showing
tlie nature and amounts of their respective claims, that the undersigned
Special Master and Referee will sit
at liis office, Room 19, in the Catron
Block, situate on the east side of the
Plaza in the city of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on September 10th, 1912, at
ten o'clock, a. in., at which time and
place all creditors of the said New
Mexico Central Railroad
Company
will be given opportunity to present
and make proof of the amounts of
their respective claims and to present
their objections, If any, to the allowance of claims of other creditors presented to the undersigned
Special
Master and Referee.
And all creditors are ordered to
produce proof of their respective
claims and submit to such examination In respect thereto as may be directed.
LORIN C. COLLINS,
Special Master and Referee, Room 19,
Catron Block.
August 1st, 1912, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 16
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
Foley Kidney Pills gave him immediate relief and strengthened him won"I have been b6thered with
derfully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
Pills gave-mImmediate relief end
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
pleased to recommend their use."
For sale by all druggists.
e

Subscribe for ttie santa Fe New
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PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS

.

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Flan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

D. 1912.

On

On north

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on
of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all
as is consistent with sound banking.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

: How

About That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It !
THE
GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESPAGENTS.

:

Then Act !

COMPAN Y

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

'1

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
"MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS,

PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and German town Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly
1

19 Don

Filled.

Gaspar Avenue.

ONE DOLLAR BUYS

One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

vear in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

This contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

Rooms With Bath,

....

K00M2IJ.,CITY

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

VAGf SEVEN.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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CHEYENNE

PREPARES FOR WESTERN

garagcu. It 1ms never,
however, lost the d:s!im:live
freedom of
and
W'fiefii h. s;iiality anil in spile of it?
oi:u;nd appeaianee of staid prosper1'
till to ihe visitor, he lie
IS
:ii:is'M.in iv teiiilel'foot, tho saint old

ami mi;nrrmis

CLASSIC.

WANTS

open-hande-

opeii-liearie-

g5UMMER

iieyi mi,..
Tl!
nes uai'.n r and ,'irp shell
nail
unit mronveliieiice,
com
exmrtion, and fur

RATES

&

Co.

--

St. Paul,

Louis,

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

$50.35

$44.35

$50.35

Wat

veil
dis-fou- r

Elegantly Furnisried Rooms for Rent
Rooms eleganily furnished and ha.
i.i
ng ail eioderu convenb r.ces, including
eclehi-aii-electric, iight, steam heat and baths,
in prodiiies.
The :: .'(is ::i e li.led with riders, in in the First National Bank building
ihiiaiim hi:;s and IkilipiilK "chaps." Appi.v to V. M. Jones.
while tin ir ni'i'viiiis, quick-eveponies
TYPEWRITERS.
shy and phin.Ke ;ii ihe si'Jil of tuito-m- l
mobile a
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
sirei-ear.
Ribbons arid supOn tin sidewalks and ill tho shops platens furnished.
are little groups ef naudily bedecked plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Indians mingling with the velvet (dad n:d rented. Standard makes handled.
Ail repair work and typewriters guarvaqiieros from ihe south and the taianteed.
Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex-- i
tiint, solemn giauis from the lone'v
han:-'e- .
2::i.
l'hone
t
nort
i.
plains ,,!' the
The town is swamped in co'o.' and
WANTED
00.000 people to drink
r.'Veheiates with Hie noise of line, .
lined holiday spirit. Good aairw and the mineral, coo, clear water of the
It. can be procured
jj aiely dominate, and the grii'.r.ina po- - Aztec Spring.
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
liceinan have lit tie to do.
The sports and games tal.e p!.-on furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the ci'y.
a vast plateau overlooking
ih
city,
drink muddy water from the hythe prairies,
j where
cfirpe'.e.l with Why
short buffalo grass, give unlimited! drant, or pipes when you can drink
('ear and beneficial water from ttia
room and sure footing, while ::i
Aztec Spring.
pure air of a high a'titiule. charge
CANDELA R 1,0 MARTINEZ,
almost lo elTei vesceuse wit h Wyoming
Proprietor.
sunlight, stimulates the blood like

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

St.

a'ace avenue, ljul

tiei'iants as we'l as Mice- t::e snrna
rties that the

days
t;:tors

EAST AN
Chicago,

Two story residence on
Ufx2 10 feet. O. (J.

FOR. SALK
l

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

-

snow-swep-

1

in--

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

j

oh-a-

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
On sale daily,

I

wine.

FATHER AND MOTHER
Why do you force your child to plav
the piano? You know it is a luxury
and a money spender and only for the
talented.
The typewriter is a necessity. Why not let. your boy or girl
learn the lilindfold Touch Typewritspread before him a marvelous repro- ing while their lingers are supple?
duction of the events and incidents, There's money in this' for the chilIhe work and play, the trag 'Ov and dren. Ii is their proudest, moment
'comedy that made up the si fry of the when the ar- typewriting. Oh! what
a difference between ihe piano
and
West as it Was.
The program is no tented Wild West the typewriting machine; when will
j
to this fact, mother?
p rtortnance with jaded
performers youTo wake upa
make
quick note of what a
circling a sawdust ring. It is the holior teacher is
day ,,f the p'ains, wilh t'n tenderfoot speaker or preacher
made welcome.
On one side gleams saying or for a resolution at a club,
the gilded dome of the state capitol, would you not like it for yourself,
wom:'
with its charming setting
green mother? What would the other
en say about, you being able to do such
and on the other Fort i.'us.-e'i- ,
trees,
In its beginning it was but a gath- Mible
march of civilization with its the
Cheyenne. Wyo., Aug. S. The hisgreatest of western military posts, brainy and clever work? Even when
toric Olympic games reviving the ering ,,f cowmen and broncho riders, towns, quiet farms and irrigating nestles at the
very foot of the blue reading a book you can make
and the riders and rollers Rockies.
for ditches,
It is not the kind of
glory in ancient Greece have their to test their skill and compete
quick extract.
was taught eighty
counterpart in the Frontier Days at prizes offered by a cattle town at the lake a tierce delight in showing their
shorthand
that
The events vary with each day, but
skill with f 'lle. hackamore and lariwhen caudles were being
Cheyenne, in which the passing ro- close of the fall round up.
with the thunderous years ago
mance of the Far West is reflected in
and per- generally begin
burned, for this is the modern elecAs the years have passed it has at, the tool J jf a marvelous
into
the
arena
of
the
entry
cowboys, tric
all the glcy that surrounded
the become a great festival, accurately re- ilous trade.
Invented
system of reporting.
'cowgirls, Indians, vaqueros, broncho-riderheroic tales of old times on the front- peating the stirring history of the
same man who gave the Shortthe
by
Every year they have gathered and
and cavalrymen, the latter a
ier.
every
early days with over fifteen hundred every year from cattle ranges con- counterpart of tho dusty, hardy troop- hand that is used by almost
one in America at. the present day;
is
mounted men and women taking part, stantly growing smaller, from reser- ers that in
The old west is passing, and it
years gone by conquered Sir Isaac Pitman. The A. 1?. C. Shortat Chey- in a series of brilliant and unique pic- vations fast becoming depopulated of the
only the splendid pageant
Apaches and Sioux.
hand was invented late in his life and
the savage denizens: from remote
enne, the most famous of all the west- tures of typical western excitement.
There are three splendid military
ern cow towns that turns back the
Frontier Days has become an event ranches, which will soon be dotted bands at Fort Russell and these and given to seven of his pupils; Professor Norton, now of Santa Fe, being
with the homesteaders' cabins, come half a dozen
band of Time and shows to assembled of national wide interest and for a
f
other bands from surthousands the cowboys, troopers, Innational interest and for a decade rough, bronzed men, keen to refute the rounding cities, provide music for the one of the seven. He is here on behalf of an English society to train
dians and pony express riders, cour- it has been the Mecca of travelers boast of the East that the West is t occasion.
so that they may carry on
ageous pioneers all, whose daring from all corners of the earth, while last conquered and tamed.
t rom the entry of the performers teachers
A boy or girl who
the good work.
deeds made up the history of the Con p'ainsmen from the hot sands of Mexhas
Cheyenne, in
imo
the field, there is not an id'e mo- 'learns
years,
Shorthand while in the grade)
ico to the high ranges of Alberta meet grown from a cattle shipping, crude ment, not an instant in which
quest of the West.
the i'k worth lintntI tronsnrriK for it n- Western town to a beautiful metrop- spectator's attention Is not tense
Frontier Day will be celebrated for to share in the festivities.
There is something pathetic in the olis, set like an oasis in the heart of with waiching some feat of skill and obles the child on leaving school to
the sixteenth time at Cheyenne this
and
stand made by these "men the prairie, with broad shaded ave- daring not the least of which are immediately earn money and not to
14,
with
gallant
August
year beginning
be forced to attend another college
bark on," against the irresis- - nues, handsome buildings, fine hotels impromptu.
with
the
continuing four days.
(for two years; remember, these two
years mean the cost of board and
'
altoroom and not a cent income;
investment. Portales Times.
coach (it the time and all were given
at
loss
of
a
least
$2,000.
gether
a severe shaking up.
Mother, prove your judgment and
NEW SANITARIUM.
The local left the local depot
come to the Santa Fe Business Col-- :
McGrnw
t'lu'
who
Harry
purchased
at the usual hour, havlege right away. U is those resolubeautiful Coleman ranch three miles ing a
string of ears about a quarter tions put off that ruin the boy or
one
in
was
California.
He
interred
cast
of town, has turned same into a of a mile
A CHINK CENSUS.
After it had travel- girl and carries a long
long.
in the cemetery at Folsom.
"The sanatorium and is building up quite an ed
regret which
Fred .lack, the immigration inspecabout three miles out. the air
life. WE SAY NOW.
Ixird
and
Lord
through
the
taketh
jlasts
giveth
away.
of
Ten
institution.
have
been
cottages
latter
part,
tor, was in town the
hose broke and stopped the train
The question generally asked a few
Blessed be the name of the Lord."
erected and nicely furnished.
The
last week, counting the Chinamen. He
Two cars were turned al- weeks
suddenly.
Citizen.
ago was, "How long will the
Clayton
of
one
in
is
most
the
Chinaattractive
place
found there were thirty-twmost on end near the front of the
College remain open?" The answer,
this section for sanatorium purposes, train.
of
men now located here, eleven
Considerable work was re- "Forever," has become popular. The
PLENTY OF MOHAIR.
being well wooded and having an
whom are American citizens, having
quired to clear the tracks of the question now asked, "How many puabundance
water.
A
of
chicken
Joe
Double
the
large
Phillips,
Chimney
been born in this country. Lordsburg
pils are there?" The answer is 22.
fine goat man, left, for home yester- ranch is run in connection and the wreckage.
Liberal.
An engine was hurried to the scene The next question
will be, "How
with
fresh
day morning after several days in the patients are furnished
city on business and laying in sup- eggs and chicken besides all the but- of the wreck from the local yards many pupils now?" The answer in
CHILDREN INJURED.
He 'has 1,500 standard bred ter, milk and cream t'hey desire. Mr. and the coach with the passengers one month will be. SO and comand a boy of plies.
A girl of sixteen
mencement of the Winter term, 60.
which
produce the kind of mo- McC.raw also kills his own beef. The brought back. Roswell Record.
twelve named Burt were
riding a goats
That is good sound growth and proves
hair for which high tariff duties are place is becoming quite popular to
on
Soledad
Saturday
canyon
horse in
to its many
that the pupils now attending are
about
he
has
owning
S.
A.
Jones
Lee
charged.
Incidentally,
of
the
Pharmacy,
when the animal became unmanage- 600
and nearness to own.
muttons
which
fine
be
will
advantages
being taught satisfactorily.
&
shipped
handled
who
has
Cal.,
Cbico,
Foley
The boy
able and threw them both.
Silver City Enterprise.
The English society has promised
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
and to the eastern markets this fall.
hours
was unconscious some
that when we have 100 pupils, they
Ranges are fine in that vicinity and
consider
"I
and
that
Honey
Foley's
were
Both
bruised.
were
both
badly
SHEEP STEALING.
all sorts of live stock
fat. Roswell
Tar Compound has no equal, and is will build a college in Santa Fe that
getting along well on Monday of this Register Tribune.
A
before
Judge the one cough medicine I can recom - wil1 1)n a c'rPuit t0 a!1 concerned and
preliminary hearing
week. Rio Grande Republican.
Richards, Wednesday, of the Willburn mend is containing no narcotics or as money is no object, it all depends
WERE THEY SUFFRAGETTES?
The gen- on the support of pupils. Let everybrothers, Charles and Dee, resulted in other harmful properties."
A BOOST FOR SHULER.
the
Mrs.
court
in
Faustill
their
the
a
uine
chargFor sale one try for the 100 pupi's, and have
Tryido
discharge,
holding
brought
yellow
was
package.
big,
When business in Raton
the building' early next spring. Every
es against Mrs. Jose Aremejo, 'both of evidence insufficient to bind them by all druggists.
everything else was big. Mayor Shu-le- r
pupil gets value for money and we
is mayor because he has the in- Cimarron. Both complaints filed char- over on the charge of sheep stealing.
I.N AND SAY
The case The district attorney, K. K. Scott,
The temperature yesterday was S'i say once more, COME.
terests of the city at 'heart. He is ged assault and battery.
YOU CAN AFFORD WEEKWHAT
evencame
to
from
down
Roswell
in
court
was
the
aired
prosecute
57
at
new
Monday
m.
the
2::!5
at
for
and
at
4:55
the
p.
irrigation
working hard
There highest and lowest points
reached. LY. ALL SUBJECTS TAUGHT.
scheme. At a recent meeting of the ing by .Justice of the Peace Hickman. and J. M. Hervey defended.
THE
of
are
from
1,1100 head
After the arguments of both sides
sheep missing
The day was generally clear, but part
Retailers' Association he put up an
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
eloquent plea for the plan for a big- and their respective witnesses, and the Kroeger flock, near Seven Rivers cloudy in the afternoon, with showThe
after making final settlements, the and the Willburns were accused of ers in the distance. Lightning was
ger city. Raton Reporter.
case was dismissed.
stealing them and obliterating the ear visible along northern and eastern Business University of New Mexico.
It is not known what cause was marks, their flock having many sheep horizon at night. The forecast, is for
WHAT WILL THE GOVERNOR SAY?
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevlllej
somefor the trouble beyond animos- with ears cropped short. They claim general fair weather in south portion.
are
fans
given
The fight
promised
who had been bothered with
Mo.,
or
to
to
in
done
this
uniform
Showers
make
have
north
a
News.
Cimarron
tonight
in
the
portion
ity.
thing good in the near future,
kidney trouble for two years, says:
ear mark, having purchased sheep in Friday.
shape of a bout bween Young Silva
"1 tried three different kinds of kidmany marks. Carlsbad Current.
HE CUT IT AGAIN.
of Gibson and Kid Willard of Gallup.
ney pills but with no relief.
My
AT
HOME.
HERE
alfalfa
cut
This will be the third bout between
bis
again
J. B. Priddy
FROM
neighbor told me to use Foley KidDANGER
CLOUDBURST.
of
these two lightweights, the first going this week and has a bumper yieM
I took three bottles
of
ney
A cloudburst in the Stonewall couna draw. the very highest quality of alfalfa
to Wi'.lard and the second
Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and1 them, Pi'ls,
I
and got a permanent cure.
re--I
become
on
has
Mr.
was
for
the
entire
the
will
try
but
responthen,
upper
gate
Priddy
Doan's
Vermejo
Recommend
fight
hay,
They
Confidently
recommend them to everybody." Fui
his
from
a
not
sible
been
to
so
date
for
used
the
of
the
The
has
yet
large
getting big crop
ceipts.
breaking
Kidney Pills.
sale by all druggists.
decided but it will be somewhere near irrigated farm that it is becoming a reservoir dam at the Bartlett ranch
Re-i very old, though very welcome, story Wednesday
the 20th of this month. McKinley
evening, causing an estiIt is testimony like the following)
It will not pay you to waste your
to him. He some time ago realized mated loss of over $10,000. The water that has
publican.
placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
that water, alone, could not do it all, struck the dam in a wave measuring far above competitors. When people; time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printalbeit it was an important factor in ten or twelve feet tiigh which, it was
HOMELESS BOY.
right here at home raise their voice ed at the New Mexican Printing
Just a tribute of respect to an the crop question, and he has used feared, would wreck havoc with brid- in praise there is no room left fori
Company
honest and industrious boy who was that same good business judgment in ges and other property at Dawson, doubt. Read the
statement of
'struck by lightning and instantly the care of his farming properties Colfax and other points lower down. a Santa Fe citizen:public
killed on the 2oVh of July at the ttiat he has always exercised in the When the wave struck the Rocky
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
ranch of G. W. Guyerat Folsom where conduct of his mercantile business, Mountain bridge over the Vermejo at
KANSAS CITY, KO,
N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
Fe,
has
he
that
has
been
he had a fine crop of 60 acres. All el- and the result
Colfax shortly after midnight that to confirm the
I
statement
gave
public
both
in
forts to find his relatives have failed; met with uniform success
night, the wall of water had been re- in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
AND RETURN.
he ventures. No, Mr. Priddy's farm is duced to a six or seven foot wave,
so far but it was known that
seven years ago. I found them to be
had a sister living in Oklahoma and not for sale. It's a dividend paying and caused no further material dam- an excellent
I
never
and
have
remedy
age. Raton Range.
to vouch for their merit
j 'hesitated
when an opportunity has been presentRAILROAD WRECK.
ed. For two years I was in bad shape
Several passengers of the local run from backache and kidney trouble and
how good they do taste,
Delicious and
Doan's
Pills were
ning between here and Carlsbad were when
Kidney
9 o'clock Monday mornabout
to
I resolved
lo
my
notice,
injured
brought
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
A dish one can relish and served in such
ing when the freight was wrecked try them. I procured a box and they
about three miles southeast of the not only drove away bachache, but
Post Toasties for breakfast, a meal by the way,
August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
city.
iegulated the passages of the kidney
all
and
bad
toned
a
sunshine
secretions
entire
Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
injury
Jack Rogers sustained
Will make your cheeks roi y with
up my
day.
to his left ankle and his little girl system."
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.
was wounded about the knees and
Written by MORRIS WEI NTH A L,
For sale by all dealers. Prrce 50
Pa.
660S Frantoitown Ave., East End, Piusburirh,
chest.
Buffalo,
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Co.,
cents,
John B. Gi'l was slightly injured in New York, sole agents for the United
One of the .V) Jinifles for which the Postum Co.,
H. S. LUTZ,
AGENT,
the neck. N. O. Shanks was bruised States.
Battle Creek, Mich., paid H.OjC.OO in June.
Remember the name Doan's and
about the ribs.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
There were nine passengers in the take no other.
From

j

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

eo.ir.

d grand-

j

l

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer

long line of

j

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

a

stands, or from the hack of one of a
thousand horses which surround the
vast arena the spectator has an unobstructed view of this great Western
From early afternoon until
Olympic.
the sun drops out of sight there is

Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

,

-

'

For further information call on or address,

SANTA FE, N.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Offieo At Santa Fe, X.
Mex., July 23, 1912.

NOTICE

j

'

I

Notice is hereby given that Chas.
son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SG, tor Lot
NW
Sec. 3, N
SW
7; SW
Section 10, Township 1G N. Range 9
E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
lias filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab.
lish claim to the land above described, before V. S. Land Office at Santa
.Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
13en Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
A. Siringo,

2

4

4

Xcvas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'
Register.
Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of intense suffering to man
Foley's Honey and Tar
people.
Compound gives prompt ease and relief, and is soothing and healing to
the inflamed membranes.
We M.
Meretnew, Me., says. "A tew doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound re
'lieved me of a severe attack of as- tbma and less than a bottle caused a
complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
For sale by all druggists.
Ads Trlnif
New Mexican Want
results every time.

SUMMER T 0URI5T RATES
TO
AH

Stations East and West

s

de-o-

NEWS OF THE STATE

-'

FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

health-seeker-

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W . D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

j

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30,

1912.

j

'

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

$26.30

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

I ICHDMI
rLALlrUlVlMA
A

A

Going

viatl raso and boutnerapacitic and returning

LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

same route, or via

A., T. & S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further Information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

Pas-

General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M

24th AnnualCanvention

pbasant

haste;

Foster-Milbur-

PAGE EiGHT
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ments will be served. The proceeds
rw
pr
go into the treasuy of the Woman's jLJLOUS5WOr,ii
I
Board of Trade.
Housework is drudgery (or the week woman. She brushes, dusts and cenibs, of
A great western drama," the Old is on her feet all day attending to the many details of the household, her back ach- ing, her temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of pain, possibly dizzy
Stnpe Coach at the Elks' tonight.
rest m bed is not reireslung, because the poor tired nerves do
Those who have not taken aCvan-- ' Icelings. sometimes
rot permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervouc women is satisfied
tage of the ridiculous prices made by by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, and as Mrs. Brings and otnera ccstify :
Pflueger in his clearance shoe sale Et
ftlakes Weak Women Strang ami Sick Wcmen Wall.
nave missed a great chance to save
This, "Prescription" removes the cause of women's weaknesses,
money.
fleas inflammation and ulceration. It tmnquilizes the nerves,
OJcocirsSes tiie eppetite and induces restful aleep.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let everyone know what
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- his " Fevorits
a
list of

MVHULTy

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

jmmmsmmm&

What
pnz

is the
Tigni

difference

between

a

ana our meat shop?

MiWvV. hill.,.

--

Prescription" contains, complete
nig all modern conveniences, includ- ,1
Do not let eny druggist
on the
ling electric light, steam heat and
persuade you that his unknown composition ;s just as good
l aths, in the First Xational
Bank
in order that he may make a bigger proat.
nuilding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Jlr.s. Brazha TiiHGGS.of pS9 X. 'Washington St.. Delphos,
The Rube Detective, a comedy at
Ohio, writos: wHav!nn talfen your 'Favorite Prescription,
for
a bad case of intestinal disease and constipation with
the Elks' tonight.
woman's ills, for which 1 was almost unahlo to do anyis
Celso
the
in savins' thai there are no remedies
Lopez
Mayor
pushing
thing, I think I am
At the prize fight you see rounds cf
in tliB world Mice X)r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and
cleaning tip of the city to the limit. '
' Purifying Lotion TalilcK' I am now enjoying: tha best of
He has a gang cleaning
out the
pound, but here you see pounds of
lioaliu", and thank Ft. Pieroo Fir his wonucrful medicines
weeds on Marcy street and one on
round!
which havo liuee me a world of good."
Don Caspar avenue. At the rate we
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Fciicts regulate liver and bowels.
Mrs. BrjGci
'
II
Pdinp- wa will uiirnrico nnrcali-ac- !
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
s Now the owners of the lots opposite
the Palace hotel and court house Times
to im conference report on the agricultural
purported
dynamites,
hnonia be made to cut the weeds on
Short Steak, Flank,
peach Harrinian in a collateral mat-jte- r appropriation bi'l was adopted by the
those places.
and therefore was improper.
house today and now goes to the
Round
I
Steak, Pork Steak,.
Charming actions go we'l with
The measure carried
Notwithstanding the ruling, Chief President.
charming looks. You will have charm-- ! Counsel Rogers of the defense, on
an increase of $718,130 over
That's About'
ing looks if you use Zook's Benzoin, the ground that Cantrell had
the amount originally appropriated.
The Way They Rank !
Hazel and Almond Cream.
jveriantly answered the question in
Two comic pictures at the Elks'
affirmative during yesterday's sesPROGRAM.
BAND CONCERT
The Mere Mention
night. See them.
sion, asked that the defense be perMarch
Phalana
Victorious
The
tuitted to
Cantrell.
The
Above Choice Cuts
Of
Arthur Morce
A unique situation developed when
EXPLO iON OF THE
Morcean
Aleta
Flower)
(Wild
TIMES BUILDING. Rogers withdrew the original objeShould Bring
F. H. Losey
ction which had precipitated the leng-- j
"Mosaic" Overture
thy argument, but District Attorney
(Continued from Page One.)
F. H. Rollinson
Post-Haste!
Fredericks met thus move by with- Selection Erminie
Grand
when he became a bitter enemy.
drawing the question, leaving nothing
Jacobowski
Judge Hutton sustained today the before the court but a desire of the "Fair Confidantes"
Waltz
How 'Gccd They'll
to cross examine Cantrell.
objection of the defense to the qies-- : defense
E. Louise McVeigh
extion asked E. A. Cantrell yesterday, Judge Hutton ordered Cantrell
E. Bonnet
"Andalusian Serenade"
tending to impeach Job Harrinian in cused from the witness stand.
Dance
Shufflin
Mammy's
the bribery trial of Clarence S. Dar- Melville J. Gideon
row. The court ruled that the ques-- ' AGRICULTURAL BILL
"You Can't Expect Kisses From Me"
al-TO
PRESIDENT.
which
GOES
i
to
related
Harriman's
tion,
Lewis & Monaco
Medley
8. The
D. C, Aug.
leged connection with the Los Angeles
Washington,
Director
Phone 92.
B. Ramirez
with
bottle-wrappe- r.
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Appetizing,

Rew Perfection

1

Heating Plate

.it

nas Drovedi a great convenience
users of the

Hew 'BcTjcsiion

Gratifying
Satisfying

Oil Geo!

.1

Meals

N I

El

Always

i

Ask to tee this Stove at
your dealer. It is
brushed, with cabinet
top, dror shelves, towel
racks, etc. Made wiib I ,
2 or 3 burners.
Free Cook - Book with
Cook - Book
every Stove.
also given to anyone lend-

lafcSSfS

e

-

j

on the

New

With these appliances and the New Perfection glass
door steel oven, the New Perfection is just as complete
and efficient a stove as a regular coal range. Certainly, it
is much cleaner and cheaper.

Tap
tiered

"31

inad-Witc- h

cross-examin- e

Perfection Stove.

On

i

i

ing 5 cents to cover mailing
cost.

This year we ate selling
The New Perfection Broiler
The New Perfection Toaster
The New Perfection Griddle

each designed specially for use

I

You Here

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boiae, Salt Lake City

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.

A

NEW CARLOAD OF

at COERELS.
Las Trabajadoves will meet
Miss Evelyn McBride Friday afternoon at 2::!0 o'clock.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Whatever your doctor prescribes
S.
New
Denver, Colo., Aug.
for July stomach troubles can be
Mexico generally fair in south
t Zooks.
supplied
portion, showers in north portion N Tonight at the Ellis' a good show.
tonight or Friday.
See it.
The board of directors or the deaf
and dumb asylum held a meeting yesThe Improved Ideal Nail Clippers terday, at which S. G. Cartwright was
appointed chairman, and M. T. Dun-lav25e

LOCAL MENTION

WATERMELONS

R ANDREWS
IHPhone 4.

secretary.

Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233
East Palace avenue.
The great slaughter sale of Pflueger
i; still on and the bargains are

SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASION' ALLY
WATCH will run without

A

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece cf machin-

bui it needs both

ery

occasion-all-

y.

c

If you

will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil ar.d a cleaning
tit :e a year.
It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watci
7,eave your watch with us
y.

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

j

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

mm

Yellow
Transparents and Wolf
Rivers. Buy a box now. Cheaper than byi
the pound in small quantities.

onyo Ranch

j

j
i

Carpenters,
Contractors

!

g

fast. Get in the game quick,
Business Man. Did you ever
notice that the man that has the best
trade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Electric Supply co.
liuek-- i
A postoffice was created at.
man. beginning August 1 and T. .1.
Sawyer who is manager of the lumber
( amp there has been appointed
post- master. This will be a great acconi-- i
modation to quite a number of people.
A great drama by Vitagraph "The
Innocent Thief." See it at the Elks'
tonight.
Keep your skin clean. T'se pure,
soft, dainty, talcum, such as Zook
sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask
for Violet.
The Woman's Hoard of Trade will
this evening have charge of the dance
at the public library. The affair is
sure to be an attractive one. Refresh- Mr.

HEADQUATERS

A CARLOAD from Tu

i

b

j

at

We specialize on
TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

Corner Water and Don Gasper Sts.j

standard

DIAZ BUILDING.
i--

.

j

lines

Can Be Found

Here.

Santa Fe Hardware 4 Supply Company
CT

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.
Down Town

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

it

.1

Shirts!
It seems as though every man in

flirts
i il
i4

...

mm

Offhist

i 2;

IW?TK-:-

Regular or Coat Style
Neat STRIPES, FIGURED Madras,
Percale, Muslineand linens

this town should know about the
goodness of our Nathon Shirts
we sell so many of tnem. We've
the most refined and the hand
somest SHIRTS that you can
imagine. They're beauties!

More patterns than YOU
care to see. All new. $1.25,
$ 1 .50, $ .75 $2.00 to $3.50.
1

IS

0

THE COAT SHIRT.
Easy to get into and easy to get out of. Ta great favorite with a
great many men. we nave a splendid line of these SHIRTS and we'll
simply say that very few men who have ever tested the Coat Shirt are
willing to take any other style.

W

DRESS SHIRTS.

k

'FULL DRESS SHIRTS that fit perfectly, are always appreciated

ti
tllV W11WWL IllUUblS Jl Lt WOO klllll U
ItiaUb
it
tWItJ' maker
how to make them correctly. If you have
knows
that
by special

IJJ

I

T

a

.

W

VW CI.11

been having trouble with you Dress Shirts Sir, we offer your relief.

'Aw

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON

